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This specifies the detailed design for CAMS classification and
proportion estimation accuracy assessment software implemented
for background, operation on the PDP 11/45. Included are:
a. Two input data preprocessors. The first is a stand-alone
program which scans a DTRM tape and produces a printed file
directory for that tape. The second is a stand-alone program
for the generation of Accuracy Assessment Phase I input data
tapes (B Tapes) from Bendix output field vertices data tape.
b. A two unit software module for preparation of a proper ground
truth data tape in LACIE Universal. format (see Reference 1)
and a utility program for printout of those data for monitor-
ing puproses.
c. A three unit functional software module for development of
accuracy assessment parameters from input ground truth data,
image data and analyst labeled dot data. The accuracy assess-
ment parameters are (see Appendix B):
1. True wheat proportion
2. Ma%imum likelihood proportion estimate
3. Classification and pixel counting proportion estimate
4. Probability of misclassification
5. Variance of Procedure 1 proportion estimate
S. Proportion of wheat pixels on field boundaried
7. Dots labeled by ground truth
8. Probability of misclassification of analyst labeled dots
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents, of exact issue shown, form parts of
the specification to the extent specified herein.
2.1 REFERENCE 1
Earth Resources data Formate Control Book PHO-TR543, Volume 1,
Revision A, Change 1, pages 7.1-9 through 7.1-25 provides
complete definition of the "Universal" format of the DTRM and
Bendix-100 output tapes. This is the Reference 1 (one) of the
text.
TIRF 77-0060, Modify the BTREAD Program
TIRF 77-0063, Nov 77 Implementation of SIGMAP, SPECTL and ALL'CRP
"As Built" Dk.,sign Specification for PDP 11/145 Accuracy Assess-
ent System (TIRF 77-0030), Oct 77 (LEC 11358 0 JSC 13666)
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The software system implemented on the PDP 11/45 for background
generation of CAMS accuracy assessment indices, consist of two
input data preprocessors (Figure 1), an intermediate optional
unit for monitoring of ground truth data, and three two-unit
functional modules (Figure 2). One preprocessor scans the DTRM
tape to be input and reports the file directory of that tape.
The second preprocessor, converts the Bendix 100 output data
tape (field vertices in NOVA floating point) to a proper "B" tape
equivalent (field vertices in PDP/45 integer form). The first
functional module constructs a "ground truth" data file from
field vertices data input on the accuracy assessment (Phase 1)
input data tape ("B" tape), along with corresponding crop
identifications input in punched cards. At this point, the user
may apply the utility program to produce maps of the ground truth
data for their examination before proceeding. The second
.functional module compares operational ERIPS and analysts
classification results with the ground truth data to produce
indices for the assessment of the accuracy of those classifica-
tions.
The initial step of the process is preparation of a proper "B"
tape. This is application of that preprocessor which converts
a Bendix 100 output data tape to a proper "B" tape data file
equivalent.
The second processing step is application of the first software
module to the .field vertices data input on the "B" tape (field
vertices file), along with corresponding field crop identifica-
tions input in punched cards to construct and produce a "ground
truth" data tape in Universal format. This step may include
printout of ground truth data maps if the user so desires, but


















































The final processing step is application of the final functional
module to compare ground truth data with corresponding classifi-
cation data. In the application, each unit: of the module is
executed separately. The first unit restricts the comparison
of ground truth data to analyst "dot" labeling data to produce
certain of the accuracy assessment indices. The second and third
unit compares ground truth data to both analyst dot labeling data
and ERIPS classification results (DTRM magnetic tape). Prior to
execution of this second unit, a preprocessor is applied to the
DTRM tape to define its directory.
3.1 HP'.RDWARE DESCRIPTION
PDP 11/45 with the following peripheral units;
1. Card reader
2. Line printer
3. Tape unit (2)
4. Disk unit
3.2 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
This section presents, brief functional descriptions of the two
preprocessing units, the utility (mapping) program and the two
functional modules of the CAMS accuracy assessment system, all
of which were designed to be compatible with the PDP RSX-11D
operating system. Included in the descriptions are all sub-
routines and subroutine interrelationships.
All preprocessing units are stand-alone operating programs. The
preprocessor DTERM is used to construct and report a DTPW tape
file directory for use as a source of a program control input
for the functional modules ALLCY'P and MILTCRP. The other
preprocessor, B.TREAD, ,i;; used to construct an accuracy assess-
ment (Phase 1) ("B" tape) file for use as input to the first
functional module.
> ze,
The first unit of the first functional moaule edits the field
vertices entered from the "B" tape to insuro that they are proper
for field boundary definitions. It then defines, for each field,
the field houndary and associates the proper crop type (derived
from card inputs) with it. It next defines the points at which
that boundary intercepts the field dot lines. Finally, it con-
structs are internal file of those intercepts for use as input to
the second unit of the module. For its operations, this first
unit (PHASE 1) calls the subroutines S-01, S-12, S-23 1 S-340
S-45, S-55 and S-56. The second unit of this module (PHASE 2)
employs only standard system utility routines to manipulate and
restructure data from the "intercept" file produced by PHASE 1,
for production and output of a proper "ground truth" tape (mag =
-netic tape in Universal format). Subsequently, at the users
option, maps of that grc ^,d truth can be generated and printed
out through application of the utility (mapping) program SGMAP.
The second fv.nctional software unit consists of three stand-alone
units SPATI, ALLCRP and MLTCRP. All of these units employ-
standard system utility routines and certain special subroutines
to accomplish their comparison of ground truth data with
classification data counterparts and subsequent calculations.
Both units compute a specific set of accuracy assessment para-
meters. The first unit SPAM restricts its comparison to analyst
labeled dots, while the second two units,ALLCRP and MLTCRP in-









DTRM tape (see reference 1 for format description).
3.2.1.4 Output
Labeled printout of tape file directory including tape identifl-
cation and for each tape file the following: file number, site




DTERM reads the DTRM tape, extracts and reports the tape identi-
fication, locates and numbers each tape file, then constructs











1 - INPUT TAPE "DTRM"
5 - CARD READER













SITE - BUF (67)
DATE - BUF (61-63)








. . EQUIVALENCE (SiBUF(67))
COMMON /STATUS / WIC#WZ




.,._ 703--.. F0RMAT(IHi i .+ 	JOB-INITIATED ON •.!.^9AS^!.._ _AT.._.!aeAx^l^^l, OX^._. ..
1 1 PROGRAM OTE R M i FTN O )






.._.........I,FORM ?s i FORMATTED I s CARRY AGE CONTROL4 WNE,!.)... ___.__._ ._....._ _.__... ___....... _
READ(NRDRs30i) SDEV#NDEV
3Ili._._.. FORMAT i Al i IX + 12)
WRITE(NPRT002) SDEV#NIEV
Sill 
	 F R M
 A.W. i D X, A..14! T! a11X f O E AUC E_. M il e  ;_a_I S.)
IDEV•O
IFIN0EVoNEt0 l A N 0.NDEVsNE^o0 GOµ TO 500
T I N I T ( 1 s I D E V o N D E V) _
CALL TATCH(i)
WRITE(NPRT#101)
iDi—..FO R MATS ^. . YEAR ! _ Z ____.__
It CONTINUE




T W A I T( i)
	
,...._ __.._... __._^.. ..
IF(JE0F.E0 , 128) 60 TO 2
_. C._..ASSUMES THAT. ENG. O F DATA— IS .SIGNALED BY_2_^^NSECUTIVE.
CALL SWARM
__...	 _. FILCgF'ILE+1
WRITE(N f PRTo:' 02) F ILEsS* (BUF(I) i I46is63)













WRT!E(N'P R T#103) OPT
WRIYE(ti1PHTiiO3) OPT









This program calls the special subroutines RADER, LABEL and FSORT,




Magnetic tape output from Bendix 100 system (Appendix A).
3.2.2.4 Output
"B" tape formatted file for direct input to Accuracy Assessment
Phase 1 program (Appendix A)and a file of crop labels which is




This program edits a Bendix 100 output data tape, extracts and
translates acceptable field vertices data closes fields if 	 -..,,.
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IMPLICIT I N TFG F- R (A-?)
IN htlbR # 2 vurj(b0)#VtIFW(AV)#DUFR(M
	
-ItITEIER 02 -pjTr-u ( .1%2), $Atl r (lei" ;L I	 IvU
VITE-,E 404 DuF2(4n)
L OG IC A L*1 bkjF3(160)
LQUIVALENCE ([)UF1P14UF3)
b Q V I V A L L % C F ( CA U F ,x ( 5 )+ I ^+ Tr G I
EQt1j1^'ALLNCE (SUF3(7)oUI JF2)
C0fIMPN /STATI J S/W1#W2





F V m 0
SFI,Gxl
WHITE (NPRT # 703) nl'T
703	 FORMAT(I'llol	 J09 INITIATL'D ON	 AT	 f t BA 1j//j 10XI
CALL ASS1P'(NR0Pt4nTREAI),DATf)
H h A D ( P!R [' q o 7 0 4  ) F2 I.; rjE V p 14 N [)F V i R F I I,Ei
7TI 4
WK I I
	 NI PPT i 7 n 5	 P S r,'L-V , PNii:t V , RFI LN
vhv I cr- 'vo x 15 o I nX F IL-r." No
ED, o xf ) JiM.'Vri
READ(N RD R,704) WNC,FV,WNVr1'#Wr1L1~
WR I T E-( NPR T # 7 (1 6 ) V$DL-V#WN11k'V#WF1LE
41I)EVto
I F( WS01n. V i EQ , X	 WIDEVal
RE'ADWORs501) S'QNVoDAY'v1;0sYR' ­­ '-
501	 FORMAT(415)
	
0. D A y	 V, y R.-
WR YT F ( N P R Ti"5 02I S G'N 0
592	 F 0 P M A T ( I H 0 p I f) X # S E' G,", t. N T N1 L) 4 13 EN 4 	 fDAY4101505wo
0 PANTH-' f o jj,)X# IYEAR10 ,15)
GALL T1N1T(1PR1DE-VjRNQPV)
'CALI TATCH ( i	 . . .....
CALL TRWOM
­­R F I I, E .3' IRF. 1 L_t ;4
CALL TFILE(ItRFILE)
0 A J.L TVIA I T ( I )	 -	 .	 ­­ __
CAI. E T I N I T	 DEV # WNID-V
CAU, TATC,4(4)









rALL T S TAT ( I F7 Nrl 7'o RFS I DU)
P I T7r I AN 0 ( F NCT , 1 26	 3-14
ORIGINAL, PAN M
­OF POOR QUALITY






L I H I Tx I NTEG ( I ) 04-1
IF(LIMIT I OT,312)	 01 TB	 ONJPAT#01^
*1 U 	 r R ^T A: T 11 4 (T il 17 X-# -1 L I M1 T'-vr*;*tl 0.)-.
IF(LIMIT;GT O 312)	 STOP
9PLY1 I
IF(B('FW(7),LT,O,,' I R,UUFW(2)o(IT, 4 99)	 90	 72	 13
IF(KKKsk+,0) FLDV(1)zBUF1(2)
I f (K'K'K i E 0 4 0Y 
r0	 T 0.15., _.
I)Z	 14	 Ixj.pKKK
--I F 'M^ I FW (2	 E-:0- F I F^ D ( 11)
-6 0 TO	 16
14	 CONTINQh
M,	
RT-j r 3 DT) 
-KT
IF(KT O (;T,500)	 BT:P
4 AN 71 E L D S­	 K I­	 M	 F 0 R MA T C 1 H 0 1 1 0 X # "TV 0'	 Y'
- F1,1TV (KT-) -tPtJF1
15	 KT=KT+l
16	 WRITF' (NPRT,17)	 BUFW(2)
--17"	 FORMA'T(IXP'IDUPLICATK
GO	 T O 20
3	 WR I TE f 44PRT# 0)	 ULIFW(2)
8	 F0PMAT(1H0 ► 10Xt1F1E4D	 NUMUER	 OUT$10	 0,FITS'#110)
21	 Kmo
Nmj+j
102	 FORMAT	 (1H0,10Xs f N	 2	 f	 110)
KA*KT"l
CALL	 R AVER ( I NTH GTI) i I -NITE T-, - ( N)
IF	 (IERoFQt0	 WRITEWRT,302)	 KA#FIL'LL(KA)
slop""_
	 %
K 1) g1015)302	 FORMAT(140s1OX#IKT=tol5p5xotFIC.L.U-, (
-	 .
IV(K,GTo34)WR1TE(NFRT # 403)	 FIELD(KA)#K
—4 -0-3 	 V 04R M A T ( I H G ^ 1 0 X	 P I E L'D­140	 I	 A b— .0	 VERT ICE S ,  I
IF(K,GTo ,39)	 STOP
Lzl+,,)
_rrlt—j G T-ill"?T	 T E-114 P R	 4 0 47- L  -- -
f4	 F1RMAT(1HDt10X#f1.	 0110)
Ir'(L,GTj3 -1 2)	 STOP
Nxj+3
WHITE (NPFTJj *4 10 Z')*
IF(N,Gt t 3l2)	 STOP
IFH
	 R O L. Qjl)	 W R ITE(NPRT ► 302)	 KA#tjt-(qjKA)
'S TOP
LINE(K)ZINTL.G((,)
M-220 ( K-1	 4, 3-




"FJRMATJI H- tttiX," 'tits ,17
 5X1 IMaIS1'0)	 ..:
1F(M.i,GT,80) W RjTE( 1;PR7,405) M
405° °"FORXAT(IHD,I0X', 1A.1It 15)....._.»...._.









IIUL'LaIA135C DEG )—_ .
IF(DELSgGG,O,A ND,DELL,C4,0> GO TO 444
)F ()ELS,L6-2.) UUFW(j I m8UFW(3)
jF (DELs t (3T,2,(' H ,CELL,GT,3) SHUTt2





IF'(SHU7tF.O,2,A ND,3UFW(I)+2,GT,8Of W hilE(NPRTp664) 13UFW(2)676.11
	
NIRMA3(IHDiiCUIFIC-LD NO,




1F(St;UT,Fn•2,A t4D,f3UFW(t)+2',GT.ri6) GW 10 444
 ('STiUT ; E () ,°2')"_ KT21 T E'f NART i ^{^Z►y"' E3 tt F'W'(^ t't: t^' ^JY 3 )' i'^TJFW f 4'^ i ._	 _...... .),8UrW(1 t),NUFW(JJ)
-_	 44.6
	 FEr2MAT(IH0, S0 	F I F L D K0' .,	 i I5 1 5Xi !hAL; '_A `YERTEX`ADDED^
VOLD Vt'RT10EG=I#2t5,5X,2I5)
_ -	 IF(S ►+UTIEQ,2) UUrW(JJ+I)*98UFW(3) -,..__...._...___._.._........ 	 __^....











CALL. TE OF (4 )




WRITFi ( .NP R Tr120) KA.
_._...._170"""'FORMAT(1H0"rVX, 1 '40, TF
9991	 CALL THLAD(4p3UF R#8Q)
I NO s I NO +I
_.____.._._.._......_.._IF(U,,tFR(2),'Eq,1'001) "x 0'70-9992
NVE8Tm(HUFR(1)^2)/2
.WHITE(NNRTPIUaI eUFRI2)' ► FLDV(tND NVl:rrT-^
100	 FNRMAT(14 ,1UXr t FIELn	 I-54L VALUE61#150Xe
NCOmPUFR(1)-2
-__WRT
 T  ( NPRT'► -I10 )" (DUrR jI I"inT Y I a1-r
110	 FOPMAT(IH , hXt2015)
1F(IAN U (FN R Tr128)+,Nb,1?e) GO TO 9991	 3 --16
0992
	 wRITI(NPRT#S) HUPR(2)













CAS L CLOSE (NROR )





FORMAT C 415 )
Did 666 F 04 1 s 2
C ALL L AOEL (XT#FLG)
IF(FLG ` EQ $ 2) G O TO 656
CALL CLOSE WO R
 )
_..- > 'FiCtUNI`Ts n'R^Rs-NAMt wf La —t:L2,tr'Al"
1ACCE$ Snl$LQUE,NTIALtoFORM*IrWRMATTEU+o
2CA R RI AnE
 
CONTROLx ► !ONEt)










w'R T TF (NRVR ►
 5'6- 5`) I ;





WRITF(NP R T ► 333) OPT
_ 333_...__.F 1? 
A"i`tY^#IIi'tGKi°^ ►J1^E^ CO M P–L-ETEV
-- ON	









The special subroutines called by BTREAD are RADER, FSORT and
LABEL. RADER and FSORT interface only with BTREAD. LABEL
interfaces with BTREAD and a subordinate subroutine, COMP.
Communication between BTREAD and its subroutines is totally
through common.
3.2.3.2 Subroutine: RADER
This special subroutine converts NOVA floating point numbers


















I l-B l Y
.,^
I2-INTRM ^ ICOMP . 2** (M-1)
I3-IAND(I1,I2)
ISGN-I3



















































SUBROUTINE RADER ( INTIoINT2)
C THIS FU4CTION CONVE R T$ A FLOATING P010 WORD IN NOVA EXCESS 64
C	 TO A PAP 11/41 I NTEGER
C THE 4 COMMON BYTES IN THIS FUNCTION CORRESPOND TO A SINGLE NOVA FLOATING PUNT
C VARIABLE',	 81 IS T HE LEFTMOST AYTE A+,D 84 IS THE RIGHTMOST BYTOs
C THE FVNCTIPN RETURNS THE INTEGER VALUEOF THE ROUNDED NOVA


























IF(1FXH0,G T , 3 ) IERa1
IF(IFX PO, GT,3) WRITE(NPRTiiOO) INTI# INT2,IFXPO
'1400	 FI^RMAT(1HO^lOX^^E.RRaR IN RADER^jiOX^^INTiP^itiQ^
15K^fINT2•^^I10i5X^^1EXP0 n +,I10)






12 ntcaMP 	 •
t3^ ! IANDt II,^ t2)	 _
15 n 1COMP













Subroutine FSORT arranges the field entries in numerical c.rder.
3.2.3.3a Flowchart
..... .. _ ...._.,	 EN7 4 FSt&G	 -	 ...	 ...... _ .— ........__. _ ..
.. _ ........ ... .
	 CI< +)
. .. _ , ..,..	 /ATM/: KT
OUR r
_	










COMMON /BT/ N R DRe NPRTsFIELD(500),F'LDV(600)
KTMIPKT.1
DO 10 1wi l KY
DO 20 Ivi,KTM1













Subroutine LABEL writes to file and prints out the field oodeq
numbers, including operations flags, that are assigned by its
subordinate routine COMP.










W tv rrr (, r it g),iwo
^i^c y (rt^^
r1 4,'L. L t ^^^ L
"VC : IP ^ /
/c.>K




^ t• y i^ti•r vi
F
3.2.3.4b Listing
I 14 PGICIY 1% YE;iI;R (o«t)	 .....,..._...^.........._...........»__...
...._
__Q N 1.4.1/"•' a11R .- .N P RTs. IRL L	 R Y.(§.40.)_......
	
^._....,.^...	 ._._...
OP I T l N P R*, 507 )











........._ .. r .—.-.CA  I. L. SCC M P t F G ► .G.^ .1 °. r_?.'1.T F^. !_ 	..._ .. _ ...,_ . _ , ,.	 _._ ....... ,.......
l r ( P NTRjE0 " 1) V TO 502
._ 1,9.2—C U Y l N.!.'L----
 511	
. ., . _.o ,	 _ .._
	 __.. ..........
IF (Nr,, g Q#KT) I P KT
.__._.._n1"C'", 0 ).
Ipo;c




_	 .._	 .__._.^_., _.^.^..._.._...,..
RETURN
ORIGIIVAL PAGEOF POOR 9u,4
3.2.3.5 Subroutine COMP
Subroutine COMP is called by subroutine LABEL to assign appropriate






CMM O-aN/AT/NRDR # ^'PRT, F I ELD ( 500) # PLDV C 00)
_.._ .._PNT.R s 
1F(FLGrPO,i)^C%rLPV(Ip)..
II C PI _• .F^,^Vt,1P±1).,_ _ _._.._
	 _	 ._	 ....
1F(FL G ,EQ,i,A N D. FIELnt1F'l ,Gk,3n0,AN ,FiELOt1P).LE,311)




._..__. ...	 .._.___...	 _..
IF(FLG0c0, 2,A Nq ,	 F'LOu iIF+i>;LE , l^04;ANi,
IF(PLGoE0.2,A*F D, LDV(111 )	 LE, 129 Ca11
^^I^GrF0,4^^NU.^ F ^•nV ^.IP 1).^G[^.?4.^.., 0p, F' L'D V1. 1 P +1) iLEo129)
M^ —
 CPivi1
__	 I F (F_I.G^E^^, 2^,Ah7^ . FLbVt IP).Gi* ! ^ANO^rLDV(IP) ^LE^i t3) Cali
IF(FL G ,ECj2. A Nnj
	 F•L„ Vi1F'^1l;GE,I,AND,FLDV(IP+1).
IF(FLr#E0 .2.ANp,E'LgV(jp)^0^1^9q:_Cir'1._
'.....	 IFS.E.LCjEQ -2,AND'^I)V(IP;1) ^E:^1,1 1n9) r, F'SRii,_
IF( rLGoP-Q.2,A Np ,FLDV(IF'),E0,04) Cali _.
IF ( F_ 6.G,'r:C;-2.A^^0.',F^,UV( ?«^!) ^o	 -^! CPI.A il._	
IF(^,E oCPJ) PNTRPO	 _ ^....._.^	 _.	 ........ ..
.^_..,	 .I'.(rLQV t IF)IE O 0AL G a. A.._._.... ^._....__^_,...^
	 ._.....
	 ........;,_IF'(r,FQ,O) pNTR.i






3.2.4 UTILITY UNIT SGMAP
3.2.4.1 Linkage
This, a routine for optional, printout of the ground truth data
entered for processing, calls the special subroutines DTMAP
SGMAP and GTMAP directly, the special subroutine CROPP through
GTMAP, and standard system routines. It also employs, in the
subroutine GTMAP, the special function MPCD (CRISP).
3.2.4.2 Interface
SGMAP interfaces directly only with its subroutines DTMAP and
GTMAP. Communication with those subroutines is through calling
arguments and the common blocks MAP and CH.
3.2.4.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the disk file output from Phase 1.
3.2.4.4 Output
Hard copy printout map of the ground truth data to be input to




SGMAP extracts ground truth data from the Ground truth file
previously made by a Phase 1 operation. It then manipulates and
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xA,CCL SS* I'SEOVr .V11'AL I , F;;PHt I FCrr;ATTCU 1 's C Ah H i AGE-r0 14TROL-9 "NONE I*)-* .__......_...._
003 FORMATW11, f	 J70 141TIATL-D P.'N	 ', y ^!1^ `,	 AT	 1#8A1r / /#I0X#
,..._ 
1SPRO!,R AM
	 SGH A PF Tx4 1 y
REAV (,VRUH R 7O 4 ) G S DEV, GNOL V  F i.
FOkMAT(A7.#SX,2I2) .__.__.. 
WRITErWHf,7O5) GS 0UV #GNDL-Vi F1
115#10X, t FILE Ntd,''rI5)
UIDEvzo
IF(GSV V,E Qo 1 X f ) GICEVa1
_._	




CPO4 (tiNlTsNF?L)RoNAME¢' MAP sDAT I #TY P 01 O LD Io
.........._ ...._SAtCESS^^SEsC7UE.NTIAL'rFd ►2^1^^F{^RhtILTTE.U.^^CA^kIpGE_.C2NTR0L.^'NANE^O..,........_,.
no 20 1A s1, 256
._........._. . - __.. - ­ .- __.... _...
20 CONTINUE
9M) F0HMAT(//,1,0Xs'CODE TN C; fADF; TRANSf`thMATlNhf#//,BX#'BEGIN'#7X1
_.w. _..	 NDI s7X#'CVDE1r7Xr'SYM110Lf y .......
	 _-: 
IV CONTINUE





zKITF0 '! PRTi1-17')' N a N5iN'0;'.PCDIN0)...
117 FfORMAT(Ili	 3110j9X#A1)
_	 IF((NO,E01O)oAl,D C11E:,Et)0O);nND7 (NtOsLQ 0 ) GFd_' 0'122
IF'((NE),E^J^O)^ANGt^iE^Eq^O)^A'dD^(Nf^^EC^^•^)) GO TO 124
119 V = NG i NE~..
JT(N)=ti'O
00 T O 121
DO ),23 I Z1, 256
1
23- , vfT ( I ) m I " _._._,..,.__
22 CtONTIN',!E
CALL TINIT(3,GIUEVONDEV)
R An (NRUR, 555) TYPE
__.__ ,.555..___ ...F4?RuAT tAl.) _....	 .... ....._ ..._.._•,_._...._ _,_ __._..^.__.__.._ .,_..._,...._,..._.__..__._._._
IF (TYPE:,EGs + G I ) WRITE (NPRT#556)
-•-•---^ 5 ^'-•--^'ti^R ^ t Arc^i,^t^x'U x ,.^, -A-(;
 
a tG* t t<; n-rttt ci TM- -rt
IF (TYPE,E•a,'U') WHITE (NPRT,557)
IF(TYPE:,E~ p , 1 3 1 )	 WRITE(NPRT058)
_	
'°S58"'FinRMAT (1 ►+O i^1'OXi ^ A SP GIT' MAP r )._ _..,_._,......___ __._.._. _._ 	 ...._ _..	 ....,__..._._,






IF(TYWF,k4, I S , )	 HEAD(NRUR#559)





— IF CTYPP1 1!0- ; ► Sr , AND 0IS ► r,T-079-.) .- I S 1 7 9 	 _ ._._.,._ _._.._.._.._.._
jF(TYPF,E:w,+S19ANR,JS,GT # 99 )	 JS099
_ ..__ IVtTYPF # L LC 1 S + ) IS101S	 _ _.	 w .. ...._.^....».. _.,........
jF(TYPE,t:a,+ a+) 152215
fllyp c- to
IF( TYPE ,EG G # S+) J520JS
._ ... Ir(TYPFINk i
 I S O I JS201..._.....
IF(TYPPONL, ► S ► ) J$101
... 
__...__If TYPF,*JE11S'+) 151.01.__._..,_
IF(TYPF:,N!» 0 +5+) 1$201
jF'( TYP( ,Eu,+S+,A h U,1S,Ei^,O,A(JD,JS,kC#t)1	 1$2079
IF(TYPr,EQ; -+ S ► , A N D, ISirQ,0-,VgD,'JS,kC ,u)
IFt TYPE, E q , ► S+,AN p ,1S,Et^,O,ANU,JS,tC ► U)	 452099
00 334 JJ0JS 1,J$ 2 ► 981 $117___._ __ 	 _._.. ._.
 ­
RI 00-90_._











WRITF(NPHT151 1 1) PS
-5tr1° P?,ttM T (7.MVP VOX"i T'F,17RI t-1 M "►."M.''ftfit-.b t0ttiv1"14APy.) ... _. ._ ..,..,.	 ...
CALL S'WA9(5)
"a^tjTr.( ► , p ttTi3'Ofa') So(911P(Is))0Ir,$61#6-5)
306 FO R MAT( I 	5111~	 ',I.IS,'iX,+GAY n +,15#yX#'MltJs1 ► i5 ► 5X ► +YEAkO+ ► I5)
_.._._.,__ . _ - IF'(TYPE: ,MQf ► SI) -W RMi	 (NPITi560)' - 1b,y5 •_.._....
560 Fd"r1MAT(1 ► ^+#9nX#+15-#,15 ► ^k,#JS: ►► 15)
..._._.,..._....._........_ -
'j`F" "( C ► + k: CK ^''FA .^ , N1 )....,w,1.. T^."'11"3 ._..... _......... ...	 ^.......,	 ....
IF(PS#LQ,1) W R ITE(WPRT # 505) (Ho M VI ty)
	1OX19110).__._,__._
	 *,	 --
jF'(P$tl.Q,2) W H'ITL (,JPRT,506) (PJ"1 ► N=1 ► 10)r...._.,.^ 06 ._ _-.^. _FC'R'^AT'(1^.. ^ 2X ► .101 ^ O_) . _.._.,.., ._._....... __.	 .^.-.. _ ._,._._._..... _.__....,._.,._..._... ».._.._.. _.
113	 CONTINU5
IF( TYPE #E0 9 'G`) CALL, GTMAP (RT#V)FFS#LNECK)
IF(TYPc#'SQ;' + p' ) `CALL DT11AP(VP'FS ► C k EC;R j _....w__...
1F(TYPF.,JQ, + S+)	 CALL $PMAP0ZTtJFF5#Ghk^Kr1S#L)
	_.._...._.__ ._.._. I  (CNSG^t,!"G o 
► N + ) "G0 .T1 ..1.1 .1 .	 w...:._ ._.... _........_.. _ ..	 ....._.___..__
W 81TF;	 P R T1500
	
tC^IAR(I) ► I01# 9il
.._ ...	 F"Y1TiFTA1 Z`1-N. slOXi9 'A 7_....__ , .._...	 __...	 . _... .......^..__ _.
Lp1COL/10
,..^_...._.._, .. IF(L010+
► 10 0'EQt'L) WRIT t±'(N P R T'i !W71' 1.V10'
507
	
FGiFiI+AT (114+#$X#13,7,X#98X ► I4)
_ ,.. GO' TO . 1 ....	 .. ... _.. _..	 ..._ .. 
111	 CKONTINUE




I TE ( NPRT 5'1
516	 F?R'AAT(IH G)
IF'(CHECK,EQ,ON O ) GO TO 112
_ . TV(FS # E0sI?' W R I'TE'(NPRr 5175) ('M.► M'al-iV)._.4._
IF(PS,E0,2) uRITE (NPRT 0 506) tM^1#N=1 ► 10)
.112... _. _ C^t1T 1 yUE _..., _. _.._... ,. 	 3-34_..__._.. _._._..... 	 _...	 __	 __.
OFFS n 196
. •. ..._..+rr .wn.n.. .n... 	 .._r _.•.•...•..F+Y7..I+MiMr.....►. T"'Y.sr1h'q{+^. '/ ,.w.fwr.1...A.lw.._++.YT1++r.._... . ...... .wr^......•...^.+.^w..R...





IF ( TYPE j kWD f ) GO TO 456
_._ .	 RCHECKm%l7 j 0+ 196 o 0*6 r 0
I F( TYPE o EQ o l S +) GO TO 250
..^..._ __ tf'tRT,-N 'iRCFi!`CRa--RR"tTtXNPRTo
223 FORMAT U61OW T H E WWOLE SEGMENT WAS N01 GROUND TRUTHE0 1 )
- 25-0 CONTINUE
wRITE(NPRT#222) kT
.722 . f O R MAT°(//r 10Xj 'C O'MPUTATIONS RASED ON ! rF;0 sZo . SU`lFPjlM'L$ t ^ T^
456	 CONTINUE
WRITE(NPRT#601)
.._. M FORMATU /r10W_MAP CODIF TO SYMBOL TRANNS ORHATION' )_
00 602 I*159
WHITE01PRT0610) lMJ j MPCD(14 ,)
- 602 CON I I-NUE-
610 F'ORMAT(JH ,10XrI3 ► 5X#A1)
wRITEWRT,61U) I1CO 3 IAp C, (jjQ0)
-
400 C-0NTIN1 iE 	_ 
WRITE(P,PRT#999)
CA44 T I MW )
WRITF( kjPRT,104) CPT
WRITE(NPRTo104) OPT
_	 104 FORMAT( I
	JOB CO MPLETED IN	 's9ASr1 AT	 106AJ)	
_..
999 FORMAT(///)









3.2. 5 SGMAP SUBROUTINES
Three special subroutines DTMAP, SPMAP and GTMAP are called
directly by SGMAP and a third subroutine CROPP is called indirectly
through GTMAP.
3.2.5.1 Subroutine DTMAP
3.2.5. 1a Flowchart r,e,VrA10-r^^ P
j,,/^rm(. itt
I A3s ► .,4t, 44 o4 I j









G rt^M r- r,- CX)
NKtK Q M













CoM,M0N/MA P /8VF(3060)s MT(6)# LINE(93)pJT(256)^^
COMMON/CH/CHA R (99 )..,____..
	
Y	 CALL TRE A D c3,8UF#190I
CALL, TW A IT( 3
NPRT46
X w BUN SS)
!F IX,LE -,0) X • X • 256._
lr(Y l GT,256) WRITE (NPRY * 500) S, X'
000_._...FOR^IAT(i H Ojio X , I
 SAMPLE _!.iI50 
IP(X'odTo256) STOP
._C R0p
 v _JT tx ^ 
CNARC
	
a M P Cp—S)	 (CROP)

































j F(6jNE j i j OR#IS,EQj1) GO TO 101
ISS^3MISM).
CALL, TREAD (3 r HUF r 270 )
CALL, TWA I T (3 )
10 0 CONTINUE
CALL, TR9AD ( 3, WUF s 270 )
.^CALL' IwAl f j.3 .	 - _
no 10 301,98
3 3 IrS4?2-4-IFfiS
M 0 8UF (SS )
M trM ^ ^
IF(M,ED,O) GO YD 20
RT R RT+1, 0
x0 CONTINUE
CHAR(S)mMPCD ( CR0P)





3.2.5.2 Subroutine GTMAP(CRT, OFFS, CNR'X)
3.2.5.2a Flowchart
3.2.5.2a Li^g







BYTE BUf _ __	 _ __




 MT (6) r Ll.  (9	 ff56)
.	 C0MM0y/CH/C4AR(g8),
Ap«539




TWA I T (3 ),.	 _4
Sls»4700FFS







IF(WoEos0) GO TO 700
I^(M^GT,^256) w RI_TE INPR7^!500') S1M
500
	
F0RmAT(lH0sl0Xs'SAhPLE 1 4150	 IS1,15)




--_-^--- MT. Q.) p M	 _5 CONTINUE
.._..._ -
4
 C O N T! N U E
CALL CPOPP(CROPs	 NO
_.._.. 
_ . CHAR (5) =MPC O ( CROP)	 ^_—_ -----------	 --^--














3.2. 5. 3b Listing
SU ©R"UT I ^^ CR^PP t CR-0	 -,—
.__.1 HP ^ I C IT...INT E GER...( A O).i.(S!2).^.^
r +	 BYTE 8UF











_ _ C R 'l P c C r,




3.2.6 FIRST UNIT OF FIRST MODULE (PHASE 1)
3.2.6.1 Linkage
This, the executive routine of the first unit of the first func-
tional module, calls standard system utility routines and the
following special subroutines: S-01 1 S-12, S-23, S-34, S-45,
S-55 and S-56.
3.2.6.2 Interface
Phase 1 constructs and loads input data into the common block
3.2.6.1 Linkage
Phase 1 constructs and loads input data into the common block
"'stuff" (see listing) for communication with its subroutines.
It constructs the "intercept" and "Header" files which are
output to and stored on system files for use as input for the
subsequent exection of the companion software module (Phase 2).
3.2.6.3 Input
Magnetic tape output from BTREAD, a translated Bendix-100 output
data tape (see appendix A).
3.2.6.4 Output
"Intercept" file is output to system files for storage. Print




"Phase 1" is the executive routine for the first unit of the
first functional software module of the system. As such, it
managers unit input/output and establishes the subroutine 	 -
calling sequence for construction of the intercept file from the
input field vertices data.
WRITE BUF (1627) WRITE
HEADER RC"D:






































READ BUFFER INTO X&Y:







• S-12 • S-45
• S-23 • S-55
• S-34 • S-56










—9—PROCESSES SEND I X TA P E TO PR:+ DUCE . I NT< RCEPT._F I LESn........._._._,_
IMPLICIT INTEGER (AmO),(S-7)






DIMENSION YMN(500) ► YMX(50o) , FLD(500)~
.^	 ._.BYTE.. D ( 71)_,_La1_.......




OPE%l (Utd+ 1 YpNROR o NAMED I p NA$C-I o DAT I's TYPED t OLD I O




703 FORMAT(SH1s t 	Ja s INITIATED ON
	 I l 4Ai, i l 	AT	 I,SA1#//r10X#
.._^	 11PROGRAM	 PHASEioFTN +) 	 _.,__._...	 ........._.___.___,.___...._,..__.._.__.
READ (NRDR000 SDCVoN0EV#0ILE~
._,.^ 3 01_ ... F' O R M A T. (A 1 ^ 1 X ^ 2 1 2) _ ..__._.__...._.._r...._..w_	 •	 _	 _.	 ....__..
WRITE (N PRT002) SDEV,NDEVoFILE
	
r
302 PORMAT(//tiOXoAii $ TtoiOXs'DLVICE NO,Pl#I5,i0X,lFILE
CALL CLASE(NRCR)
_ . —	 OPEN ( UNITs N RDR#NAMEP O LAOELioDAT I * TYPEP+OLD I s	 ......
1ACCESSn O SEQUENT I AL I , FORM = I FOIIMATTED t # CAL+R I AGE CONTROL0 NONE 1 Il,
_	 RE AD( NRD R 1305 ).. So AAYs .MON,.YR .._
305 FORIIIAT ( 415)
WRITE(NPRTs555) Sa DAY sMONiYR...	
_....,..._.._...
555	 FORMAT(//,i0X#lsEG, Na,tliI5s5X,IDAY4t,i5,5X,IMONTHQli




JACCESSpI SEn.UF.pIT IALIsFORMOOFORM AlTED! ^..C.AHR .I.ACE__C0N .TR0.0 NO.N ! ^._.___
CAhL ASSIGM ( 2s'SYIINTCPT;DATl)
DEFINE FILE 2 (5 0 0,512,U AV),..._,....._.__._..__.._.__^^_....._.__.__._._..__._.. .....____.
IDEV =O
.Ii"tSDEV',E©^6E))
	 IDLV^1	 ...	 ....__.__...,....._............._.,....._.._., ,.
IF(NDEV * NEj0sANDtNDEV , NE;i) 0,0 TO 5
CALL
	 T I N I T (4 m I DEV. ND6V
CALL.	 TATCH (4 )
CALL'	 TRWD (4)	
_...	 _... _ ... _._.__..__ ...... ..
CALL' TWAIT(41
..	 CALLTF'ILE(41 ( F I L IE 9 t)). ^........_,__	 _,............._....._._._ _........^_..._._ _,,..
CALL.
	
TWA I T (4)
..,.. N R E C O
.l,. CONTINUE ^
CA LL.	 TREAD (4 8 BUF i AO)
CALL
	 YWAIT(4)	 --
IF(W2,GT I 160) WRiTF(NPRT,l0i) Aur(2)
101 FORMAT (t	 FIELD	 1 , 1 i 5, f	 EXCEEDS THE SIZE ALLOWED )` 8R 8UF 
i') .......





FIELD o RUF42? .
	
_....._.._ _........., _,. _..^..............,_. 	 .....	 _...._,-^,...
	 CALL S 0 1	 -
_.. ^.., .. ^. _......
NREC*NW*t
--'YMN ( NREC) GYM N






_...... _ ..._ _.._..	 .. _..
CALL S4D
._	 CALL S ys .^.__^.._.^.._....._. __.._...^.____....._.....w.	 M
CALL 956
_... _ WRITF( " # NREC) X4




W RITE (I1291)._NREC f
201 FORMAT(115)
_............ WR ITE(1, 2 0 2 )..( Y M N (I)liot s NRE C)	 ^.
WRiTE(1o 2 0 2 ) (YMXti)sIs1#NREC)
_W R I T F( i i 2 0.2,)___(f^"D
202 FORMAT00I5)
S CONY I NUEw.....	
CALLTRWD (4)
GA LL	TWA I Tt4 > ._.....	 ._.....^	 ^.___._y._
CALL DATE(D)
CALL TIM E c_^ t
WRITE(NPRT#104) D#T
WRITE(NPFT,^l04) D,T	 •








3.2.7 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (S-01)
3.2.7.1 Linkage
Called by "Phase 1" with simple return.
3.2.7.2 Interface
Communicates with calling routine through the common block
"stuff" (see listing) .
3.2.7.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.7.4 Output





S-01 is called by Phase 1 to load field vertices into X and Y


































Xl (J) =X1 (2)
Yl (J) 
=Yl (2)





THE SIZE ALLOWED FOR
X1 & Y1"
WRITE
















C RFA6S 40F T`'T' X1 A Yi iND F1"OS v M l^ d Y Af(
,0"3	 r^,(a,n^; I,T,ir^Ix((^zz)^^n T,t^^^FcNO) ^NQ^XiC "50)^Y1t50 ) #NI#YMIN#YM4X
.__,,,_..	 Mx2.,^.55) ► Y F^t^S1r.2^^35?0)^,y3c7e),^^^^x4t5i2)^Y^c512)^^14^X6^200^1i1^
^^G4	 Y"!tia1^a"0
IF i, .O, Y MI IO YMTNaY	 ;-









Oti',22	 IF(J. iT'.50) VRTTr("P P Tr1l2) RUF(2,)
't, 3
	
iG? c'^,^»a1'( ► 	 ICU^ ► .i15,	 r;:rccEE CS rNi SIZE ALLmh^O f^R X dill
D	 w^iTrt^^n^+,T ► ^1)„.t_I.,XitI),Y.1t fi^.i^,1^J)^Nir,Y,NI^!,YMA X
^C24	 r 101 'FC' . M AT(IH 13110)
0326	 CINn
3.2.8 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (S-12)
3.2.8.1 Lirkkage
Called by "Phase 1" with simple return.
3.2.8.2 Interface
Communicates with calling routine through the common block
'stuff" (see listing).
3.2.8.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.8.4 Output





S-12 is the second subroutine called by "Phase 1". It removes
redundant points from the field vertices data and the returns













































^ WRITE: "FIELD '1XXXXX'
EXCEEDS THE SIZE ALLOWED
FOR X2 & Y2
` WRITE:









3.2 . Y . B	 Listing__ .
	 ....	
_ _ _ .. , .
	
..	 ..	 _._._....	 ......
► r: C^tYtl
.._i.1L p La!ti..Y^2Ta 4 	.__	 17127150.	 7'2-A p R • 77	 _	 PAGE
I T
'TS	 Y1	 S5C	 R .M^VVS	 R"I	 t'W'' . •	 X1	 R	 TWAT
• ^^!;	 °E._...AR=_^Y_"'	 ^ T	 T'-' ►.' _(f,Z'.TI,i `j ry US^._f ^4l\TS	 (I N	 A	 I.IN	 _ 
GMG2' 1 ► 'w'LIC'•T	 !''T C G^N	 t".^^1,(S-?i'
^ n 3 Cr.,„ry s^'	 T^!ff/xfit>t2^}! ► ,P;T,!a.IF(yo) ► N^^xlc5^)^Y1150l,N1oYMIM#YMA
• oxi (5ti) ,Y,a('^y) ^"'1,X;St7Q) ^YS! 771	 •`3^X^(5121, Y4( 5a21^N4^X51200^111
r. r .1a J ul	 _. ---
CJnS I)C	 t'	 12 ► ^1
J07 YY^ c vt (I )
0 014
• ('^n5 Ji tVY?,.A0.Y Y1) 	 G7	 T( _.2..+.
C	 P^ ji•T	 I	 19	 A	 RVVVUA.+ T 	Poll	 VT
rLi2 2	 C( -'TI',VF




4 Y2(J)= !.4^ CI_?
P'%5 Y^'(J):Y1(I)
• Q 0 14 i	 C ;,"' T I 'r a t 
x:17 ► {r.sJ











1r tX t;T,5'5)	 4ITF('r vI,V,	)	 nUr (2
t027 1Qp	 rI ELn	 x .115,	 rXC U VS	 THE	 SI2E. _ALLOWED, F OR	 X2 6	 Y21..__	 _.
IT^(";P R Ts101)	 (1, X2( I).Y^f11,1=1,J> ► ^!?
12 1 10	 r:' ^ "ATt 1N
—r--- _
'» U29 I.	 TU n'•
3.2.9 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (S-23)
3.2.9.1 Linkage
Called by "Phase 1" with simple return.
3.2.9.2 Interface
Communicates with calling routine through the cottimon block
"stuff" (see listing) .
3.2.9.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.9.4 Output





S-23 examines the field boundary pc nts (vertices), selects
out those which are critical points (points of inflection,
maxima or minima) then inserts redundant points to properly
account for such critical points along field boundaries in



























D12 <0 & D23<0
Y	 D12>0 & D34<0
D1240 & D34>0
NJ=i+l

































N "FIELD XXXXX EXCEEDS




























O.^Q2....	 I!'PL I v I T 1'•TF6 -R t +^^) t ^.;r






C" ♦ ^w	 ir^^d VY7 rVyYi
^S.'2 Y Y
	
C c6F11A T I "Er ir' N'I':T,"• I A I 1
	
E AiTwf ".OP-INFLRCTI^eN
C.G.1.2_.-	 IF,( "Ij,;,110^.) i 	 TO
C ^CHE;CA T •
 SF	 I  P,'I III T.5 1 A t16-1 A R E A TWO-POINT MAXIMUM OR MINIMUM
	
_ CCii'E;CK T'* "D	 IF F A li I'S I { 11-1) A rt E A ONE=- p ,)INT mAXIMU M f'R MINIMUM
	
4	 IF^.S``1; ' ^ IT^ . u) . ^" 1;'1 I ( t'P3jT; T I )1 r.7 TA 3__._
OC15
	
I^ t t^',:'.17,C ).el^l1^ tC?}S.LT, '))	 TO ...3
6«6	 J=mil+ t
OV17	 X 3(.1) av7(
 I ) ......._.._.._..... 	 _.. _._.	 ...__....__.._	 ....._....	
___	 _._
0010	 Y"sIJ)sv?t1)
Oila	 C? T	 S	 ._.
Ot2 i;	 2 C;' % T 1




cc:)?	 IFf C'+17;.`:T 0)..1N. 0^(V34.LT	 70, 3 .._..___._....	 ^_.—.__.....,
OC23	 _..IF(t''1%,LT.3	 C;g,;',GT	 T'l 3
C P', 1 ^ T r!	 R I+ L) % R- _P WN T S t F _INF L E C TI O N
t F lr X; t +1 	 L T X 2 ( 1)) G r. 7	 4
C	 P..,T A az^'',nksl P % I $ - I T T? r+IGH1'_ ^F' P010 I . AND TAG . BY..ADDIKG, 5000
DC?8
0029	 4 rZ , . It', .E-
C POT A Rr.;t, i3OVOT P 'I'. 'T T" LEFT "i' POI";T . I AND TAG BY ADDING 5000___




G;, 1;,	 jF'lJ,:^T.'U) .•I;IT4',C' F r T,1 ^2) '''4<<2)
00 4 1	 111;► F y	 +T ( I	 R t r L!)	 I ^ ^ 1',;, I	 - X''r.E: JS THE SIZE ALLPt,^EC F O R X3 A Y34.)
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PKrtI ^, F IAI IVY
32.10 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (5-34)
3.2.10.1 Linkage
Called by "Phase 1" with simple return.
3.2.10.2 Interface
Communicates with calling routine through the common block
"stuff" (see listing).
3.2.10.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.10.4 Output





5-34 defines field boundary intersections with scene lines

















































^.. _ ...... _ ..._...1 = ..
WRITE
"FIELD 1XXXXX EXCEEDS
THE SIZE ALLOWED FOR
X  AND Y 






qfrRTqAN.IV-PLV'.! VC2- 04 	 17120123	 29-APR-77	 PAGE
S34 or Y ly	 ALA VS/O
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E^, o G 	 T 0.,
C	 S S 1 3 L I Y C S V 5 T •1E F I LLE D N
--Q--.E. h—T o' E r ..I.F—Ji L L! A.- ".1  xtl!LL.^A 5.. -0 E E N —TA ^O 0 E D—A Y-VINME-1-MU
T., 39 Q,Q ) A VV
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O'J 33 	 jcjj
IF J', T *, r)$11) 6'?jTF(NPRT j JO-)) R IIF(2)
0.11 37	 102	 F15L.	 f ,llis t 	rXCE9VS THE SIZE ALLOWED F O R X4 4 Y41)
T U
CJC 5 Q^^
i3.2.11 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (S-45)
3.2.11.1 Linka e
Called by "phase i" with simple return.
3.2.11.2 Interface
Communicates with calling routine through the common bloc
"stuff" (see listing) .
3.2 11.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.11.4 Output
























"FIELD XXXXX HAS TOO	 WRITE
	






X 5 (1, 11) =0
	


















3.2.12 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (S-55)
3.2.12.1 Linkage
Called by "Phase 1" with simple return.
3.2.12.2 Interface
Communicates with calling routine through the conunon block
"stuff" (see listing).
3.2.12.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.12.4 Output





S-55 examines all intercepts, identifies all which are of special











yVA R T R ik f	 r ^2^^ .^	 _. .7.) 7e 1 ^?w _ .22*APR-7 .7._	 ^ _._.. PAGE A
545,FT'11'
n
C C%LE-CTS ALL INTERCEPTS 4IT1,4I . r,IVEN LINES
x :02	 A -CIi (S-2)
tCO3
	
CLIP.,-a S ST. I FFiXAf512),`PRT,9'.F(bO),Nn ► X1(50 Y1(f01 N 1 YMIN,Y140
M	 1_a '3.^5'_2,t.^32^.X3I7QI1V4 70) a N3 # X4012) i Y40W i k,4tX5(2QCjjl)&(1 304	 Y^F Fav W.—I
C3nb	 IF(Yc,^, ► T,200) WRITFOPRT,102) RV(2)
e-t)1	 402 ELI , °4TS I






, c0 1 t




	 IFr'v',;3T.:UI a'R1T5C PRT.in3i Lor,UF(2)
011 7 	 401 F'	 LL',lL,#AitF,i	 Or r1F.Lr+.i15,'. WAS j'Rjj_MA %jY INTRSCTINVI




^.^21	 rV 3 ^=t LYENT
OC22	 llEl_JXX5 (L,11)
Q	 'vF0Ta(`PPTbjn1) L,f XS L.I	 I x • .shto






























"ODD NUMBER OF VERTICES
ON LINE XXXX OF FIELD






STORE PT AT JMIN AS























HF fP , T ^^AN.1k •PLV5 V t?.- C e	 1712'140	 22"APR•77	 PA" 1
T S5S,FTN	 't
6001	 U
C PUTS It^T -'^r.E P TS 1 »nS^^ D1tic ^qr^R
c O.G^'. _.	
_.. { ► 'LICIT I TEGc ^+ ca s t+ I^ tS. ► '^
OCC3	 7,^ /5T i,,FF/Y6(512)r N-P P T,Iii. i Ft On y ,N #X1t5 11 1 Y2,00) NisYHIN ► YMAX
_,	 ,^_ ,_•rY2t 5 s )^ Y 'tS5i^ 2. X^it'^)^X 3t7E) r^t+ X4t512i^Y^^9121^V4^X5t200^1.11•
0005	 !d^`u^rritl,^^,3)
00C	 1F	 T' 6
C	 A^ t,Dn ,.^^^^•;^c;i 7F !%TEnSFCTI "NS IS N ?T PFRMITTFO
Ll
001y.
	 w ►ij.ILl_ h"T	 IP^l^i).»^,I''. +Ft2)
coil
	






OO: S	 I;^ 2 toti;,vtm.
0 015	 X s ' r	 ^.,,:.L.,_..._._..._...^..,..._...,^..__
C IF ThE n I .T ►;A5 ^EFfr USE r rE —P, LAND » TAGGED AS 31000)^JUM P -V-9R I
Q017
C IF Tor- P?T', r IS^Ti► Gi.En
 AS PPI;T .
0ViN SECTION SUBTRACT
Q C i =	 I F t X ' ^ r.., '^ v' !' 0 > X : >< • S O C ^2..._._._•___ ....., _ , ^....__._................_...__..__Y_. w 	 ...._._._.






• O C 2 2' ' t'	 _	
TH C Po'INI 1i S.T' N E j_.AT J M I "HA5	 E.' S Mr,LLESI REM	 N6 X!► INI`LV ALU E
0023	 X1t11=a'5( L,
.._I_.__,^`1...-C	 TAG P^'i^ T .aY JX
 4,11 1
, I	 AS•iV-iG BI:E.K' _ S66.---
0024	 X5tL) '^>g3i. C.J
C25	 2 G1, . — I -
• 002:5	 t' C! r I, i "^^:
L^. ?!I 	 1 F ( X. L_Y !.3 0^ 0 ) '' w T l 5
'h	 ______^—tyl^ ^"'1` T t5 ' A tw"C r SSAhY " RRD 1*)N' p ";,T F 'r1 K T OF INFLECTION
0024	 Jut/"
C P a I N: T^1 1 SVEN P ?SITIW^^ SHOULD DE MOVED TO RIGHT
OCj31
.._._......__._.. 
C P^l h 'T I',	 P,'4ITI	 SH?ULD 8E PZVED TO LEFT
 
X5(Lol)=X 1tI^1 i 	 _.__.. _. .._.._	 __.._..
OC34	 5C, N't' L'E
^+ py3; _	 _	 x ytt,. f. I ).xis I) _.._
	
.	 ._	 _ .,...	 ..	 » ._.
OC36	 4 C^t c Tt' . ^R()'k.IT"•`'P^ToVl" Lr'X5(Le1), jolsNENnI




3.2. 1-3 FIRST UNIT SUBROUTINE (S-56)
3.2.13.1 Linkage
Called by "Phase 1" with simple return.
3.2.13.2 Interface
Communicates with the calling routine,through the common block
"stuff" (see listing).
3.2.13.3 Input
All inputs are derived from the common block "stuff".
3.2.13.4 Output
















TAG 1ST X VALUE IN EACH
LINE VIA 5000 ADDEND






















3.2.1 3 . a.... Listin	 .^.._ .... ,..	 ..... ..	 ^._	 ._
Nf ^!^LftA?^_t11.hL^^S. VG'2-0 4 	17120 56 	22-APR -77 	 PAC




Q 0 \+	 ....,. ,.».._.. . I 1, ^ ^. ^ ,. i T	 I 	 ^ r la t• 'Z	 l /, ^ i^ ^ r l ^ r ^ ^	 . ..^.^- ....^..-
000.1 C	 y,R	 !'*T , .'FF	 90l5112)d.iPQ T,B UF 	t	 ti0#yI(50) ► YI(501NJiYM1.4rY 
_AY?	 5 c; y .Y,	 (r,5),''2rXA(7;,)iY3t7'') 	 ,3	 X4(512)sY41512>rN4rX51200r1
s Ov0< YE iVr-Y 'AV- v;!)ti+1
0006 L,	 J
l° __.._.^._T^► ^ T:'.ci .M. "-T	 X- V,^LO	 P^ ^: ,kCR LIN5 n Y 	 ADDING 5000	 __..
0007 Y5tL,1>=y5tL. r1)+51000
e 0009 7	 t ^i, \ ^h^	 :.
0011 'h^tL,I




001°+____ 1 f !.^'..*',+^1+?	 k?IT^(t,Pt?T rS O %•^	 F', ,: F (2)^.
' 0015
_ .__
1G?	 F :',^'r T ( f	 f HL O	 ' ,113, r	 ZXCE Et	 S	 THE	 SIZE	 AL.LOWF-D OR X6 1 i'
0017 ^X6151c)^ b
0018 101	 F;---iATFl-4	 ,21)16)





3.2.14 SECOND UNIT OF FIRST MODULE (PHASE 2)
3.2.14.1 Linkage
This is a stand-alone program which calls only standard system
utility routines.
3.2.14.2 Interface
Two pre-loaded system files are used to interface with the com-
panion program "Phase 1".
3.2.14.3 Input
All inputs are drawn from two system files loaded by a previous
execution of the companion unit "Phase 1" and-one system file
loaded by a previous execution of the companion unit BTREAD.
3.2.14.14 Output
The main output product is a magnetic tape containing ground
truth data in Universal format (see reference 1). This is
accompanied by a per-line print out of field start and end
positions and of the crop type. Provisions for optional




Phase 2 operates on the "Header" and "Intercmept" files con-
structed by a previous execution of the companion Phase 1 unit.
Phase 2 also uses crep label files w-ich are constructed by
the program BTREAD. It organizes those data for output as a







































TO THE FOLLOWING TABLE:
I	 a	 I	 a
89	 1	 106	 70




93	 1	 111 -120




100	 2 1787	 1











WRITE CONSTANTS ONTO TAPE
37^
PRINT
N(N) I YMX (N) FLD (N)

























































































...	 , _ ._.
r -N^'
	








BUF (A2 ) =TUF (1)Y

























W RSTE( N P R Tr703) DST
703 FORMAT(iHis t	JOB INITIATEn ON
	
I # 9 A 1, o. AT	 l,8A10//#10X$
1 1PR OORAM PHASE2oFTN+)
OPEN (UtJlYnNRDRPNAMGRIPHASE2,DATI#TYPENIOLDle




302	 F ORMAT(//i10 X , A io f T I P10Xo f ;FVICi NO, • 'r15ji0X# f FILE NO',pIoIS)
CALL CLOSE(NRDR)
OPEN(UNITF htRDR,'NAMF N1 4 A U F-L',DAT I ,TYPE u '04D' i
1ACCESSO I SEDUFNTIAL # OFORM= I PORMATTC pi ,CANRIAGE CONTROL#INONEO)
READ(NROR i 305) SS#DAY#MlN,YR'
309 FORMAT(415)
OPEN(UNITai,NAMEROHEAn,nATt,TYPraIeLUio
SACCESSR I SEQUENTIAL I ,FORM* + FORMATTED I sCARRIAGE CONTROL91NONEO)
OPEN(UNIT92#NAMEolINTCPT,DATI,TYPEIIOLDOO











CALLTFILE(3r(FILE v V )
CALL,	 TWAIT(3)







WRITE(NPRT,306) S,(8UF'(jY),I4 n 61,63)











our( 101)rip11PrgnA ► .7n
3— p
^T
.... , p w w o .. , m
9uP1i00la1

















900 FORMAT (//siOX,'FIELD TO Ce",E TRANSFORMATIONIe//e7X#IFIELDlo2X#
1+T0ls 2X#'F1ELD's6X,tCODE')
2 CONTINUE




IF(G',Ec),•1) GP, T O 555







li s t ;250	 .
CROP(II)=I














208 f ORMAT (1,H , 3110 )




1F(K',En.',0) GO TO 5
K%KP128




14RITE(NPRT,8A8) (X1(I) ► Ia1.Ni)
688 FORMAT(!H ,2016)
DO 6 1% #N1&'2
X8•XS(I)
XEmX!(I*0
R	 NpTTSt ►lagT.aaal 1.vD.VC.v.i	
-*
i
• nr lf.: wr	 I o www1 •, nw,n^ri "I4
FIXS^LT 9 2000) 08 Tg 7
TAOOED X*VALUE If CORRECT60 BY SUBYRACT SWG 0000
xe^Xe•3aoo
TAGGED X«VALUE BIGN`.S START OF A NEW LINE
LlIL+1
7 CN NT.fNUf
IF(L',LToi) 00 TO 6
IF(L',GT,80) 00 T O 9
p	 WRYTEtNPRTj207) IIXOIXf# K/L
207 FORMAT(1N 0220)
IF(XljGTv392) GO TO 6
IF,(XI * L-T#1) GO TO 6
If MoLTo1) X801







IF (K',EnoD) GO TO 19
K*K*128
DO 15 GL §M 352, 30
LwGL.LMN






00 18 J421092 s 20
X2(J#L)nK
1A CONTINUE







































3.2.15 SECOND MODULL, - FIRST UNIT (SPATL)
3.2.15.1 Linkage	 +
SPATL is a stand-alone program which calls only standard system
utility routines and the special subroutines TAB and ZAP.
3.2.15.2 Interface
Communication with subroutines is through the calling arguments
and the common BK1.
3.2.15.3 Input
SPATL requires input of a "ground truth" magnetic disk file
product of an earlier execution of the first module of this
system and of card entries of corresponding analyst "dot" labeling
data (see Appendix A).
3.2.15.4 Output
Printout, of accuracy ,assessment parameters (see 7%ppendix B)
inc lud ari.YT
1. True wheat proportion
2. Proportion of wheat pixels on field boundaries
3. "Dots" labeled by ground truth
4. Probability of misclassification of analyst labeled dots.





SPATL compares ground truth data with analyst dot labeling data









x•	 G,vv cv)d o
AZAD ^t e.Ar-reo,4
S o W .i 11.G1.
srr
Jr (M1 o
5 W q ^.
^rC r^r















P,Crr C XA ,rA 6.0 , o
^^(K^-,Kph' o












	 RAUjJ) r AA(Lrt) I-^
^/	 y Ck01	 004




'CnvVKp -•• Lay ROTS
97r-- 24
43I17
~C.40uNo, „ w4ouE u4Mcw
err_ Qc^rccK
FG G e t
^IVC ODC, tZP U 1^5 Rrr ,c Ca)
of
$of 6AlnuNU T-xUTNk:O
P/t ^ N r
^d+iP^'r^ rr^d •^ • Juepr+u^c3 "
"^k',/L.Gk:NrAa!' .,. p1KELS ^ !a i
MATAIX „ Dur LAe,CL,S
7







rot (9t, ICP) ». o
















^» v^ ^Nr) r ^yT
G c.,os ^
^^ ^^^ try -f^
A74INT"













RE/uUf/c. a ,fiQit,d /t
ULAD Lc AIL44L












01	 GOMPA014 6N O F





 - Ci9rG^ RGIrJ^./aaC/tcr^ttr1/RNr.nro^^
L ! lr ^, , .. I/ Ts 1 L	 r r . /p
hn.iNr
/fi r //fir nTNIC Gt^Ni"cft/^^/ 04too.;X +
" M	 n	 p le It cat r ' "7l/,E elou r • . , 7-guru cAwr rr
'r GI NC
	
MWL	 T"rll, AX Wr "
&Mco IJr 1^l	 Fy( i G^APitVl).`..I^
rs	 r3 , r. 4 "L ,l
to L	 01C, Ar
sr	 / eAp
E
+	 =	 t/ o
h
y CU)=
s^ r ,,	 .
I(. M t-iyo0 Cs)
-Wc,•,C	 ^'pti Nr
Mc c^vk' ^, r2	 c IC/ tl
n	
/^ AlR xnMr"^u4








`^ cwotrewx& av & 4o""
t'=o
X ^ A1C dv^
4T,:^ ^ o, o
rJalovr
I7c 0, U)) 44.006 J), M W, ^)
cr:z i, L, , , . ^vc.4
"CoNU^rr ^NEt► •	 MUM cdv.vr 40
l7
410"""
3.2'.151-8 	 LJ s tiq9.	 ... w..,.........
„..IM PLfCIT INTEGER to*0) ► (!)*E)^,_____^Y,
BYTE 8UF(3060) ► T(6) ► D(9) ► KS
_.. ...... 
COMMO N /DKi/RA t 256 ► 6) ► MCODE 0561	 ».^.».....
DIMENSION	 67(11119 ) ► 	KT(26) ► AI(ii,i^^^JYtlS61 ►
DINEVSI^IN GP(S1r19)
	 .
....._..._...DIMEN SI ON LCODEt10)
EQUIVALENCE (S ► ()UFt67))
CALL T I ME ( T) _._......^ ,... _....._ . _» .,_. ..._ ....._ _..._^......._ .^.._ ._. 	 _..._..
CALL DATE M .
NRDRv2
WRITE(S ► PRT ► 703) D ► T
OPEN(VNIT k N R D R iNAME N AI`,DAT ►► TYPEmIOWi
0	 ACCESS4 $ SEQUENTIAL ► ► FORHo O FORMATT E D O ► CARRIAG g CONTROLV ► NONEil
..	 OPEN ( UNIT$NRDD#NANErtSPATLi DA'T ► ,TYPP si @LD I ►M	
ACCESS NO SEGVE N TIAL I eFORMP I FOR M ATT E D + ► CARRIAGE CONTROLR ► NONE^1
..__.._.1_Q._E'ORMAT(1H1^.! Jtfi e I.NIJ.tAT.OD_IIN^.!.^9.Ai^! _.A.S—J-d.Al.JJ- A
1 1 PROGRAM SPATL',FTNO)
READ ( NOD 00A) G S DEV j 0 NV g V lr.1.
7+01 FORMAT(Al ► iX ► 2I2)
WRITE ( ►aPRT ► 705) GSDEV ► GNDEV ► rl
70'6 FORMAT (// ► lOX. ► GROUND TRUTH rA^E 'M %/^10x^A1 ► iY ► ► OX^► IOEVZC6Ntti^
-1.15 ► IOX#
G I DEV40
..._,-.__-__ IF(GSDEV:60 '^ 1 XI ) GIDEV*1	 __._.
1F(GNDEVNE:OANJ,GNDEV,NE:I)
-_GO -TO 400
CALL TINIT(S ► GIOEV ► GNOEV)
CA.I..L..... TA TCH.( 3)
CALL TRWD(3)
_^_ .GAL 4 T W A I T ( 3)
CALL TF I LE (3 j F0.
._._._.... CALLTWAIT(3)




_ . ,..	 J T (M) n.0
20 CONTINUE
CALL SWAB (S)
WRITK0JPRT#3A6) S ► (8UFt I9) ', J8ts61s62)
3 0.6_..FOR`9AT	 I Si5Xr± D.ti.YA! l13. ► 'sXx!M.@K^!!e1^i5 ►^.YE^pM't33.L_
CALL 6AP
WRITE (NPRTt90 g )	 _..
905 FORMAT(//sIM I C O DE TO CODE TRANSFORMATION ► ► //,OX # I BEGIN ► ,7Xt
VEND ► OWCODEi)
•121 CONTINUE
...	 REA p (NADD ► i18) N©iNE ► N O ,
11 8 FORMAT(315),
WRITF^ , ''I RT,117) N B ► NE ► N@ `
	......_._
10 FORW ilH #3110)
IF( (N8'.E0s0)oANDo ( NE',EG O 0 ) ..AND ,.(N6,E f,^oP)	 GO TO 1,22






r.r. .. . r . •	 .





..17 3 CONT NUIi... ...... ......__^_...,._...._._..,.._ 	 .^.^,
RT•0o0











0E 3 S•1 ► 196













01 RTM R t




5 CONT j NUE
4 CONTINUE
	 .






FORHAT ( 1HOolOX# $ LINE4 f o15o5Xs f SAMPLE • lil5#5XsINO ', . OF SUOPIXELS111,
oils)
lF(NCoGT,6) W R ITE (NPRTiO60 (MT(I),Is1j6)
1P(NC,GT 0 6) STOP
set	 F ORMAT (1H0,IOX # I MT •, 5X,615).._.
M n MT(P1)
IF(M,E0j 1000) GO TO 6
N40
00 7 P2mP116











—...—, 3 CONTINUE _.___.___.... 	 _	 _,...,....__.__._.._.._.__... ___._......__— .w._..._...__.
1, CONTINUE
WRITE(NPRT050)






AF (RT # NEoRCHECK) WRIT E(NPRT#223)
223 PORMATC/6 10X, I THE WHOLE SCOMENY WAS NOT GROUND TRUTWED1 I,
WRITE(NPFIT,222) RY
222 r0RMAT(/l # l0Xj f C0MPUYATIONS BASED ON $ # F10'o2.# t SUOPIYELS10)
WRITE(NPRTjl02)..BPURE.__
J02 FORMAY 0
 PERCENTAGE OF'SC6NE IN PURE PIXELSIolFi0'.2)
WRIYE(NPRT#903)





DO 200 Jrl l 0 19-
RA(L,S)5RAtL#S)#i
WRITE(NP9T#$%)
r- ? n9 1) Tq 0 Sl
RTTV209
CALL TA9(N0UMY#RPURE s RTTslFLG)
ti!P T uppua 5 _R ;
h255 FORMAT ( Mo O PERCENTAGE Or THE 20y DOTS NHICH ARE PURE PIXELSIs
" IF10 62)_
C''"ALLTRWD(3 ')

















wRITE(NI PRT ► 105),_KSINTjj57r O RMATt1V, 5X#A1,I16'F.
I F ( N T , E 0 10 ) G0 T O 4 00.
Ir(K9,e0,88) Gq To 12
KT(K'3'-64)9:NT
LCOPE(NT)tNT




777. IF(Ir. 0DE(l),GTj0) NGAi=NCAI*i
212	 CINTINUE
-.--
REA D (NPDR # I 06) . ,.SL oxpjxs.,.
106 rOR llAT(l0XslI2o1 x i14'oIX ^ikl)






WRI T&(k p4Ti502) NAIV_.....,,..»... ..^._.».... ,.._












WR I TE t NPRT452 )
	
—352 FORMAT C // 10X,!GROUND , TRVT ►), tNF_ORMAT I O N , F OR__THE . Ai..D0,T4!	 _ ,..._.
RTTONAID
GALL .TA0 ( N n V 4 Y R P V P Rj RT. si"Lo 
WRI TE(NPRT, 256) RP URE
256 FO R MAT(//i10X& s P E RCENTAGO,OF.T N9.AI. DOT S WHICH ARE..PURC_i'1X^{,5.^..._
#F(NOI N E,.1) WR)THNPRTs9011._
901 FORMAT(//i10X, s M)SLABELED VOTSI)




_AA a, AI(KLiK P ).._	
.. IF(AA,F0,01 G0
GGpGT(KL^KP)
IF(GG,GE 1 1000) G013GONI000
REA(SO#AA)cREAiOG#AA)*1,0
1F(G0,F0,AA1 0V. T0,2?__........w._ ^..
	 »,..	 .__.	 _. »[.RR0Qr3ERp0R+I









Ir(h , o,NC,*i) WRI Te (NPRTji09) RPMG
109 FORMAT( s PROPORTION OF DOTS MISLAf)ELEDwsfiF6l2),_
_	 WRIT(r IPRT,,951)
» 951 FORMATU610 X , s COMPARISA ' o 'THE GROUND TRUTH 0- THC A lf- DOT S F
00 AOO Lolili
WRITE(NPRT#iO3) (GP(L,S),S•1,19)
WRITE(NPRT000 (A1(L ► S) #S41#19)
601 FORMAT(i M si9(I5#1X)j/)
6, 00 CONTINUE
1 RITE(NPW Tr.
301 FORMAT(/#lOX, sM I X ED PIXuLs;.,).. ..,_._».....,...,. ... ............. , _........_
»	 WRITE(NPRT,107)
DO 304 ' p l l ii
DO 302 J v is i9
IF(AI(I # J),EA',0) GO TO ;2n2











126 CONTINUE	 .._..,......._.	 »._.....»......	 ..._»....._..^,.
i	 125 CONTINUE
WRITEVPRT060)
{	 960 ^CONFUSIONF O RMATt /6 1OX, ' T H E	 .M,A1"RI•Xi1
-----WR ITE (NP qTi 965) 
965 PORMAT ( biaX, ' T N E FIRST INDEX 131Hki GORYTRUTN CODFI,
1 /riOXr $THE;	 SECOND	 INDEX	 I$	 THE At
00 9io	 1MirNCOVE
KcMCODC
WRITE (MPRT010	 ( MCODE(I)rLCODE:(J),RE3A(K#J)GJuliNCAj^!
.«...911. FORMATi/r5(.XrI?i!.rI3,I,!.I3r!.)^IrP6r2Z!
910 CONTINUE
WRITE(WPRT	 999) _... ..	 ...........__,.	 _......_._...	 ._.	 ......._	 ^.».._
999 FORMAT(//.'}
' CALL	 ?AP	 _.	 .....	 ...... _	 _.......,....._...... 	 ..._	 .......».__	 »_ »......«
DO	 998	 I41, NCODE;
_____
--DO. J91,.NCA1_^i KrMCODEt l )
'	 .,,,..	 , R A (K ► i) ^ R A (K,1)	 ^ E"s,', ({, ► J 3	 _ -_ _:_._ _.._ _..,__._._..._._...... 	 ......._..__..,. _..,___.._
966 CONTINUE
,.. WRI T E(MPRT ► 967)	 MCOMI)sRA(K,1)
967 fNkMAif/r1OXrrPt'ri3 ► ^ ► ^»a)IrF1i2)
^^WRITE (NPAT 1999)
.......... DO	 960	 J F SrNCA I.
DO 969	 Iml#NC;DE
RA(J,2)cRA(J,2)+REA(Ko J)
-_,_	 164._CO NT i NUE:-
WRIT(•(NPRTr970)+I.00DE(J),RA(J,2)











97.4._.F' CRrIAT (lr^9Xr.' f t)Np.YX. YaN.E;t)...^ld..,,.Al.._C_ND^.^^^._..	 »




. K^MCNDEt I)	 .._
._...... _.__._... i F t R A (J r 2) . E 0 r 0^ 0)	 R A (J ► ^! e M i i 0., .•,.,,,.,^__._._ 	 ..._	 .._..,__
IF(RA ( Jr2), F C,0,0 ) 	GO	 TO'972
















YFiRA(K,i) ',E0r0 `^ 0)	 RAfK,A)^eSiO
{	 -- G41	 T^1	 97^'.YFtFAtK7i)',Gr^^O',0)
RA(K,4)FREA(K,J)/RA(K,1)a100,0
977 CONTINUE
WRITE;(NPRTo973)	 (LC.ODE(J),MCODEtI),RA(NCODE.(Y)TAl,i 6 l -#. G^UE	 ^
976 CONTINUE







W; LL CLOSE WDO)
CALL CLOSEVIRDR)





3. 2.16 SPATL SURNMINU ,
Two special.subroutinos TAB and ?AP are called directly by SPATL.



















Apums o	 P'Lla ~




7 n d. 0
P*1	 RT ,







3. Z.I.S. lb Liisst`inq
_...._ SUBROUTINE TAR(NCODE#RPURE ► RTsFLG)_...__._.,....^...
IMPLICIT INTEGER (ANG),(S-7)
,...,..,..,.^..COMM?t^ .../6K1,!RA t 256 # b.) # MCDDE t2^4.)
NPRTa6
WRITE(mPRT#950) I110112I,,6)
x 950 FORMAT(//#9X,lXii6X#lF(X)l ► 6X##N(X)1#6(6X#ioiX ##i11)
NCODE-O
RPURE0,0
-.D O 9 M vi 1# 2 5 6
RNFO',0





_._._.._.I F (FLG', EO,),) h1CCDE ( NCODE ). !^.M,
RP-j00',0WRN/RT
._.._.__ 
IF(FLG',EOsi) .RPURE v RPURE16'j DORA ( H o 6).
iF(FLG',EQ,2) RPU R E =RPURE^	 RAIMi6)
WRi.i'E ^.r!F'^?^..^.Qi_i....i'?,,RP.# RN,_tRA,( ►^ .^L#.^.^^.^.4 ^
x.01 F2RMAT(iH #1i10,8Fi0;2)









I Al= AA f /	 I






3.2.16 . 2b Lisp
_JNE ZAP
^^MP S4ITtNTLGER tAwQI^IS•^^







3.2.17 SECOND MODULE .. SECOND UNIT (ALLCRP)
3.2.17.1 Linkage





ALLCRP requires input of a "ground truth" magnetic tape of file
product of an earlier execution of the first module of this
system. It also requires input of a companion DTRM tape
(reference 1) and card entries of corresponding analyst "dot"
labeling data and a crop to small grain transformation ( see
Appendix A).
3.2.17.4 Output
Printout of accuracy assessment parameters (see Appendix B)
including:
1. Maximum likelihood proportion estimate
2. Classification and pixel counting proportion estimate
3. Probability of misclassification




ALLCRP compares as small grains and other ground truth data with
operational classification data, analyst dot labeling and ERIPS
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400 .tit G (c.)l 0.)^
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i	 V
NR04,1
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7'V:. BW i (p)
7 V =. J`t't^ry+»a
Al L a T V//4
V ro A/ L.
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actro
G 4 L^ia, sjio) c IV
^ Sc/q4
cc:1	 b
^i4(2S?,N)=ItA(Lr^^N; f 1Q.A (J6r//)




r.4Stx a	 it M ^X t t► -
/O
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^ /3	 y Rc ^e^.o	 y
MOa "(W A t )VICG .^	 RAc(,t4).0"k,) 194(Ar7,^.!
443 Ar
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AAtx,/(,) ar A ( 4 1)/fiA(Lj 7; X)
z
w
RACX,9)c Rr/Autos,)+ RA(P.S 7, z)
RA 4'S r^): R^G;tres r^J) /RA t:^ ^, tars^^?),









UrAm rN OJE G{Sfi,^,yi1 Kk L
W l rN r m (ryp c)




;Q Lot Pair,4 ( chi L)
7-0/0#4 C-/C494 ( G 4jCs)








... .. .^. .^w. ...1.i ► a.^(
	
}/
•^---- ^:2 r27s g ».. Lir^ tiny—._._ .^....._^....__	 .._._...	 .. _...^....._._.
`I'"P UIVIT lN'T"ER "tA «o1 it5=^^ _,_.
DI MENSION JT(256)
--.'"'.^"""A 2. kNS
'i D! N A't'tZ^ T"^'A VI A. i 1 r	 Mrt '^ ^'IiT^) '
BYTE 8UFl(3D60),SUF2(3040),T(8)#D(9)
OYTE CNIAR (50 )
,.—,	 ._....,.°.B•4aI VALDNtE4'"( 51 ^'Ht1Pt'r071 YTSZ'r'1TUPZ c^-•ri-t--'—..	 _._.._____	 .._..._....
COMMON /GG/Gt11,19)
.-- 
------^cPr^ tMlV t "-( ;-3 V)
COMMON /STATUS/W1,W7
CALL DATED)
._..._. _ _ . NRUR' —9 _4
NRDD*5
WRITE( YPRT#703) D,T
._r_._--703'T0RHAT-(LH1#V.—JC8.INITIA7ED. ON._._.l#9Ali ' !.__AT_.-.l#8Ai'0/ii'UX- .. _.._..
1 1 PROGRAM ALLCR W , F'TN I )
._.._._......._......,._ ...._.B 
P.E N t'UN I' T ^ 1Vfz D D i Ny A MT: ="^'C^'0P ^ DA T ^ i T r ►'t.^' ^ L a.^ ^ _._.^._..^..._._..._._...._....^_.^..._....
w ACCESS cO SECUENTIAL',F'ORMa I FORMATiEO 't #'C kRIAGE CP1NTpaLRINAN EO)
801	 FNRMAT(A1,0,15)
....	 ___........._.._ .GALL,^CL¢^SE.tNROD). ......,__ .._._.,.^.._.....____-__....._.........._.. 	 ^_._..._._....._.._.,_...._.
IFt^aPASS,NF, I L + ) NPASSal
. P.A'5S '= 1iNP"AS$ _ —._	 __,..__ ^___._......_.^ ______. w_ _ _ . —.._. -"
BPEN(VNITENRDU*NAME=IALLCRP,DAT',TYF'txlo4G#,
""+^"""A'CG E'S S ='' SEtJL k`'T?`^ 1^`r"iT'TfiFiT ^"t'rF'1dTtM A T T ^V^'A'fiA'I^ G E'"C'^1T RE C^.^.i^T'd.Ai^'.F7._._. _._.
READ(NRDD,704) GSDEV,GN0EV,F1
WHITE(NPRT,705) GSDEV,GNVEVjFi
FORMAT	 T. R OUNn TRUTN_. TAPE I -/-/ ";-Ux-i`Air.I.Tl"i'16Xi'#Dr.vlc±''NW;Afi
115r1t)X,^FIL(r NH,= ^ ,IS)
Ii'(uSDFV,EO, l X') GIGEY=1
..._._	













1V ,TIPIAEViNE;^"7_.C^.^C.._1.^._...._..___,..__...._,__.. 	 ..__..,.....
	
____... ...
UN I T = N 4 0 H , NAME U I' A I , UAT i , TYf'E=! OLL) I , ACCESSr $ SF.OUENTI AL #,
IF(PASS,GT,1) GO TO 888
_.....C A L1; _._TINIT'(1;"GIUEVGNDEVI—`^__...___
CALL TIN1T(2,UIDEV#DNDEV)









P2,.l--- -- - —	 _
C
AT(I)=0








702 F'JI RMAT( / t1 p Xt' T Y P E: TO CODE TRANSFOF(pA TI^ N l)
WR- 179 ( ,4PKT 300')`	 .... _
300 FORMAT(/t3Xt'TYPE ► t6Xtt,C^1,DEf)
......-_.__5'CONTI NUE  _._.._......_........_..____._. .....^._., ..
REAI) ( NR0Ur10l # Wm927) ASIAN
WRITE(NPRTr102) AS,AN
%02 F(m "A`T C1'M 5 X_#-A'1 ► j "1'0 .1".. _
IF(AS,EQ,88) GO TO 6
GO To 5
00 36 M61 ► 256
36
	




. ._---- .., _ WH ITE INPRT 701) 
701 FORMAT(/t10Xt t At VT L,ABLESO)
301 t: ORMAT(/ t 7X t 'LI NE't6XtfP1XEL'r7XrI1TNb"J
_NAlZeO__"'_ 
9 CONTINUE
_ ...,	 READ(NRDRil03aFR R2 929')AT: -lA-P 'A'SiICHA	 115.0'_....
103 FORMAT(10Xr112r1X ► il2tiXti41,13Xr50AI)
_......._.._WNITF(KPRTt144) A LiAP#AS'(CHAR(I)il sl i ti).U—.._
1,04 F'ORMAT(1N t2I1,0o 9 Xr1A1 t13Xt50A1)
NAIUzNA10 +1
1F'(A(AI, t AP),NE,0) WRITE(NPRT,313) AL,tAP
_...r.3 3 FORMAT (// 1'# 10Xi rUUP1 .t .CATE` —D-0T - LA9Et,
A(AU,AP)=AN
10 CONTINUE:
502 FORMAT(/t10Xt 1 N0t OF Al DOT581t15)
.	
......_....._ .'RkAUtNRDDi107 )..RF,Fir76--.._.___......^._........_._...........^__..	 __.....,__.........,.
107 FORMAT(1F10,2)
108 FORMAT((	 ASSUMED A PRIORI PROOASILITY0 r,1F1012)
_ . WkI TE (NPRTt905)............_____,.	 __..._._......... _,__._ 
905 FO R MAT('//,10X, 1 C 0 DP TO CODE TRANSF(IRMAT,ION, ► //#BX*ISEG1Nto7Xt
, 7XFtCODEt ..) 	 _ 	 ._
r	 12 1 CONTINUE
	







 WRITE(r,'PRT ► l17) NertNE'iN(0
117 FORHAT(1H t3li0)
AND";C^(E ;EQ ,'0^':75ND^CNO^E^FV'tf p0 TO".r27—,_...





i	 00 2µ25 121o256
225''11 (1 )*1
12 2 CONT!NuE
—CAL V - 
-YF I LIE I Vo FY I­­­­
CALL TWAIT(l)
CALL TF ILW ' F2 I
CALL TwAIT(2)
C At;L--1 R t-A 0`1 V;	 5
CALL TWAIT(l)
CALL YWAIT(2)
-------CALL 5WA8 M ) ' ­
 _ . .
CAL ,;. $WAHS2)
61
302 F0RMAT(//ol0X, l GT SL-01





CALL TR4AD ( I #
....___.,.___ GALL





___l)0 ... 1*4" SS'cl-r?'
NOZ T t: 0





*N 1 11 T V - 1 0 * N2
IF(1.j0,FQo0 # ANV.Sl0,FQ,0) $AMv$AM+2
IF(L10,EQ # 0,ANV,^10,•lQ ,0') rVTRtLL#- SA
lMNl,Nkol)tANDoQJljNEo2)) GO TO 15
--- 'r%'Al X,'N i ) rR-A'( 	 N 1 ) .+.	 o
1F(NDOT # NL'o1) GO T1 15
CALL GDQM(L,GE0jN1,NPRToSD10)
15 CONTINUE
-.1 ('(V7'#-NE`T1) -;-A IND-I'Ctl7i Nc , ;21
31''CONTINUE -
1F (NOCT i f4o1) GO T7 14
'N2 4 A (L /1 0 i S/ 170 ) ­_ ­ -















D fQ'1'R ' Cx5!»^ Y e 4.
0S=CS+2
DO 24













1F(RT,FQ,0,0)	 Q U	 TO	 19
'	 R'AK X', 97'^ ►tT"/'( ^t",q-t2^7TX.')'+RA C2Tf7 i 2')_T"..____..__ 	 _	 ._.._,.^........_,
RA(X,1n)=RA(X,($+i))/RA(257,(JS+i))
X'1











--WA-(X 1 15) IRA(X_ 9	 aF	 X	 w'	 'r	 	 r	 )	 A t" r 1. 2 ).	 L7 ^.O..NA. x.t








_..__	 _ .__...	 _.	 _.,.._	 _...	 _._.....
39 CONTINUE
DO 25 X ­ 1725-5—
DO	 W6	 hl =9, la
















.,	 Z	 TE"tNPRT'i 6'04'1—_,..._,_.
601
	
FORMAT(/10X, t DTPf1	 TAPE	 COMPARED
	 WITh	 THL.	 GROUND	 TRUT14 1
 )
F 10RMAT(/ 1 0'xj'U T R M ' TAP!»'C^IMPARE ►J' ^VIThi	 TNr '209
	 D;JTS^)
603
	 FORMAT(/10X, f DTR M 	TAPE	 COMPARED
	 W ITH	 1Nk	 TRAINING FIEI,DSO)
b'04`FORMATC/l'OX j t DTRM —TAPE C 2) " A At 0 —W I T K iHE—AI"DOTSt7'»
WHITE(k;PRTr401)






IF(RT,FQ,O,D)	 GO	 TO	 27
-"`I`t`'(•x ; t_ a ^ x7^rr -w^t^^-c'vPa1 ;'4^cT2`t'^--	 __.....	 -- _._..._...	 .,
402	 FORNAT(/ ► l0X,,TaIALSf///9X,IN(W)t,4X,lNtO)l#3X,INT(W)f,3X#ONT(0)1#
335X^^PH(W)'i4X .i INDuTV'i4X^ ► Np+►'Vf `i2tXiff'MCIr.,_... 	 s







N,RTTS. ( N 'T j •2r1F)












CALL CLOSE (NROR )
602	 CONTINUE




W RITE( k., P R Tj1i0) UPT
WRIT^(amPRTsll0) DsT
110 FORMAT ( #	 JOEL CO M PLETED M iN	 t o 9 A1 s'	 AT	 V#041)
STOP	 --
EN D














3.2.18 SECOND MODULE - THIRD UNIT MLTCRP
3.2.18.1 Linkage
MLTCRP is a stand-alone program which calls standard system
utility routines and the companion subroutines MLTRDD and MLTANL.
MLTRDD calls subroutines ZOT, INDDT, INDGT, IERR, DDUM, and PDOTR
as well as functions IFCN and JFCN. PROBT calls P.ubroutines
INDDM, MSUM, SORT, MTXPT, PROB, and PROBC.
3.2.18.2 Interface
Communication with subroutines is through the calling arguments
and the common blocks RD, DD, MPI, CK,MTX, and PS.
3.2.18.3 Input
MLTCRP requires input of a "ground truth" magnetic tape, a
companion "DTRM" tape (reference 1), card entries of corresponding
analyst "dot" labels and transformations for both tape inputs.
3.2.18.4 Output









MLTCRP compares using all crops ground truth data with operational
classification data, analyst dot labeling and ERIPS automatic














I P ASS = 0 1








3, 2. 18. 7b
TMPOCIT INTEG ER ( AP0) ► (S-W)
COMMON /RD/A(11ol9) ► G(11#19),DT(il ► Sv)
--- Iry ~r^^tr^ ^^r, r^aT; T~s NQ; nrKty w 
COMMON /CK/JG(256 ► 4) # J0(256 ► 4) # INGoI NU
_	 COMMON /MTX/RA ( 11 0 P 50 )
COMMON /PS/BASS






703 FORMAT(1 H IP I 	JOU INITIATED ON	 0 s9AIr'	 AT	 ► s8Ay#// ► 10x ►
OPERi(UNITONRDD#NAMLO ► LOOP,OAT+OTYPkp'OLDI ►
0 ACCESS*' SEOUENTI AL I t PORMP I FORMATTED i # CARRJ AGF ZOKTROI. * i N Jf	 )
READ(NRQ0 # 80j) SPASSpNPASS
^^110	 F0RmAT(Air4X ► I5)
CALL CLMSF(NROD)











WHITE(NP R T,l10) U ► T




_....,_ I PSM 
.RR r Wo On s REL, 0VR
oPSECT DVsRwrtldLoREL#0VR
...._...	










CI	 rFCTR PV0THLDDUM " CR0PL
_	 t END
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45

















Tr ahs ^e1^vh^^ ^ow^
Re" 'I V)
Clu %)r r-
'^ah S ^p^rh^u.'+''MO'1 ►1































































COMMON /MPI/MIND #RT#NPRT P TIND # NAJP
'C 0 tiM 0 W'l RD / X"(yV; 19 G ( I I -* - J9`) #`V T j V ly
COMMON /PS/PASS









''OPEW(UN lTt_NRDV;NAV-E'-- 1 14 LTCPP*0 1)7,T' ollptmvt^CD
0 ACCESS m I SEOUENT I At. FORMr. FORMAT TE U.'O # ' j AAR I AGE CONTROL N NONE
_.--- REA^ ( NPDD 1704)' -GSDE V ti NJUEV , i
704 FORMAT(AIPIX#212)
vo R IT E TNP R T i 7*0!j-)--ti-,SDEV*#-rit4TrEV*i'F"rL—
705 FORMAT(//#10 y o l G H OUND TRUTH TAPE'o//#IU.AoAi t t T t oi DX# I DEVICE N09,110,
GIDEvzo
IF(GN0EV9NC-,O,ANU,GNDEV,NE,I,) GO TO 18
F2mF2+F'AS5.1
I T5
707 FORMATWolOW 0TQM TAPE
­­1775410 K'- rF I VE ­NV
IF(PNQC, VoNE#O,ANU,DNDEV # PIE,I) GO TO
'OPEN ('UN 171: 14RDY 0NAME ^11 91 'UNT l 'j_TYf.E =1 110t;Wt- -_9C'CE'55-;. SE-QUENTI
FORMA I FORMAT TE0 1 pCARRIAQ^ CONTROLrino lnil,
TF (;7X55' ' lT-VY-'G0'-TO­-*8&8
CALL T1NlT(1:G1VEVoGNDEV)
--CAisL'---T 















-- " Wrl TE ( t,,PRT—1 7" 7"
702 FORMAT(/ # l0X t lTYPE TO CODE TRANSF(ORVAIJF!41)
­W R VT El'N P R I -il "l ­ ----
300 FORMAT(/#3XplTyPblo6X#lCODEf)
REA0(NRDt) # 10ljER H& 927) A$oAN
Y0 V FV RM A 7 '(1 Al -i'4 X -, I I t) ) * I ­__ "
WRITE(N I PRT*102) AS#AN
1-0 "-Z R M KT t I W i 5)( , 'A IT I T, 0 )­­------­—'

















9 CANT I IVt1E
...__...
	 ComyINEaDRr103^ RRz
p 2n) -..._ AC^AP ASi-tCNAUt 1) i-111 .
103 FORhIAT(10X #112#1.X#I1201X#1A1r13k#9uA1)
w,.....w...,,.w....._WR I I r- ( V P R T i 170 41' A L i A P i A S ( C W A R Y I) i I f i # g 
V T'—' ...w,.,....,	 ..—*'..._ ... _... _
104 FWRM4T(1 ►i # 2Il0.9X # 1A1 # 13X,' 0A1)
NA I V=NA 10+1
.	
-------'AN9AT - (ASM.64')_.._.
IF'(A(A(, # AP) # NEo0 ) WRITE(NPRT013) AL#AP
t,ttF1All %"l/i"S'0'X'i V'VPrlCA • TI;—T7Iilrckt; ?.it.. t, 'r"ZT
—
i"_i T ,37 /77* 
A(AL#AO)ZAN
10 CO N TINUE	 "
_'aRIT6,(NPRTi502) _.NAL D
X02 FO R MAT (I r I.OX r i NO r OF' A I DOTS N # 15)
JG(I,1)x0




905 FORMAT(//r 11X # I ouVU TO Ckllalw TRANSF"NHMAT14^11 t r/'/ i(iX tOE±GIN'r7^
1 1 E:N01 , 7X# I CPDE I)
_121` c 0 N T I IN kilF.
	
._...	 _ ._ _..._.._ ._...._ 	
_ ...,
RLAU(N kV 0 # 116) Ni{rNE#N l
	_ _.	 ...w..._.._._._.
WRITU(NPRT#li,7) N D#NF, NO
..117.,.F VRMAT (,>.ii 13110) .	 _. _.,	 _...	 _ ....._
IF°(( NEB, EQ # Q),AN0#(^:E,EQiO),AND,((4Oo LU # U )) GO TO 122
_...__.._	 F((N8-j'EV',0),'ANLt#(i1F CQ 0 -)' ANO -o' N1 0 - iE:W	 00—TV224, ._.. ._.._._...
00 10 NONR#NE
119 CONT114UE
T IV 12l -








li	 0	 l VTR{K MAP#'r ... -.__...... __..__._...__._ .• 916_F^dRMATti 0^1 X#
WRIT5 (NPRT#905)
C N TI NtUt:._..._. 
R^AO(NR00#110) OoNE;#NO
IF((M6,EQ l O)#A^jD#(NE ,EQ90) '.AND, ( N U:E Q 4 0)) p0 TO 322
__...	 .,._._ .- IF(( NE3,l;(J^0),ANn^(NE,rW^O)i;tND#'(NQJrt^'#^ )) - lU	 TO 424.,.
DO 314 NUNB#NE"
319	 CONTINUE



















302 FORMAT(//#10X, 1 GT S'Pl, Nd^:^ i 1' ^SX^!t^AYR^^ I5^5X^ ^M4^N^^, 1ti^5X1
-- 
.1.+. YLvAR= Vi I y T11,10'Xi', DTR M 'SE G',140	 i15'x '7Xi!CAY pyjJS ", 5X 1140 	 5,__„_.._ -
25X ► ^v^aR-^,1`^)
WR1TF ('.P R T t 337 )._
337 FOORMAT(////,IOX # 'THE CONF IGURATION S P THE 209 DOW
1,10=M(fh(L,a10)
CALL	 TWA1T(2)













I	 I	 Lt ,i.	 , T 	 , 1 y	 ,	 _	 1
IF(LI,0,EQtQ,ANU, S 1a t FQ,O)	 OPTR(LLso$)owu(TV^1)
_	 IF(TV,I~Qr01'GO- TO 14 ...	 :..	 _..
CALL INOCT(TV)
-	 RT 4 RT+14 a	 _.	 _ _..	 _...._	 _.... _ .._ ......_
I1=IFCN(IV)
"'= ;I FCN (-X.),	 --__..T._. __ .......,a...._....,.._.....,., _ __—.._.-..__""-_-..—..----_...._.___,..,__.._...-_ _..._,. ,
CALL IERR(11,JJ)
-._............RA(IIo JJ)=RA(TI,'JJ)+1;0_.._-
IF• (NDOTOC,1) GO TO 15
15 CONTINUE







_..,...._....928.._.._.,..i"PIRMAT 1xFi_ .^ .
-2OX t _ +.AS . 'AN .NpT' RE D.)
GCS
 TO 18


















































C AL L TNOOT C
___ ^FCN^TV)
71= ^' FcN Cx^






c A L L Pikbbv r





C A LL PRol'#'T'
1hA
Y
•«4w+.I++.M...rw.^^.1iW1^w+3^h.w^W ^+Y+W^l^^W»Wa+.Mr,wwr«rwWw..rwM.r . rrflb +!Y+u. ...I^.rJ wr..w.r ...r.-..YrMea^...J. «-.AYr.^ . 	 r. ... . M.MMIMW+^1
IMPLICIT INTEGER (00s(S-2)
._..`r`'C4)MNf 
r Y" 7'R^7'1C C 19 ri rov i 1T`) i DT%"lTml ...
COMMON /MTX/RA( 50x50)
COMMON /MPI/MIND 0TOPRTOIN DoNAI D
y
^RITE(NP R T 7yb_)_.TNG..._..._.._....___ ., 
WR1TE(NPKTl775) INO
"'77'.)"i`DKF1fiT ('11tV ^ t4X'i^"1`IY p3"' i t.sy
776 F0RMAT(1H0,10Xs ► IN0sl#15)
IF`tIr)G . GT. — 5G T r . STOP. 
IF(IND:GT, 5 0) $T OPRCHECKi1'17^0w^9b'^^w'6^0-...___.___...._..._______.._.__^....,_._.._...._._^____._.. _..__..-..
WRITE(NPRT#230)
.Z3.0._....._....F.ORFrxr..(.1'w Q i %0 X; i7 hTE_.. W T40L`F" SGENO*').....
IF'(RT $ NEjRCHECK) WRITE(NPRT#223)
-`"223 —MRM'AT"! -1/- iIO-X'i'T H E wi40LE_SEGRENT i,'A5"K(OT'^"^IUNTI 1^UTHED1-7*"'__
WKITE(NPRT,222) HT
`222' FfbNMA?(r/^Ox^'''GOMPC)TATjPN5"'FrA^D^ /1O;Z`^^ SUET IXEL' S^ir)l "
TINDe1
WRITE (NFk1#680)
p % 881 Ie3.011
__..__.WR_ITE'( NPRT^88L)
	
882	 FORMAT ( 1 H 0t1 0 Xj l GT l f 1915)
--^M TI^ 
—
c P T; a 37 --(aT c I i'J't ; J ;
	
__




A(I"i J )i J=1 ^.^.^_.__...._	 __....._.,.. _.._...__....._ ....._
804	 FORMAT (1H , 10X##A1'i19I5)
	_. 881 _._. _..CIO 14TINUf ._...__...._^.._..._ .___..._» _ ........_........___
	
_ _._...._ - __ . . _....
CALL UT
._" "7320"1 =1 
00 820 J;1,19
CALL INDDT(X)
^.I I : rFV?7TTV')
JJ=JFCN(X)
RA(II ► JJ) x RA(I1#JJ)+1,0
RT020990
CALL 10'T00.. 
"920_. I %%, 
00 920 Js1#19
._t r'( K (1 —0
 
J ) M E t1; 111---n—TO""'92G
X e DT(I#J)





CAL L, 1'ER R (1 I # JJ )
920 CONTINUE
WKITE(NPRT,921)













Da - m UP I 
111_
00 950 J01 ► 19
























Subroutine PROHPT calls subroutines which compute probabilities
and counts and print them out.





















C A L L PR41jC
M'xN D =+4
Pri"* OrAlls







aUT I NE -- Px0 RP T
IMPLICIT INTEGER (AOC),(S•i)
CONMON / MP TIRIND # RT, NPAT, T INDs lgATV'	
._
COMMON /CK/JG(256,4),JQ(256 # 4)#INU#IND
. _ COM ON "I M T^X't C t"	 5,5.x._ .^.._. _ .^ _..._._.. _ 
PFLQx0
IF(PFLQ,NIE,I) Gq TP1 261
WRITE (NPRT ► 260) ((JDtIrJ)r J^1^ q ) tl! ,256)260.	
"RMAT W+ # I oX, 4110





IF(PFLO, NE,i) GO TO 262
WRITE ( 11PRT,2 6 0) ( WD( I#J) ► JX1 ► 4)#12102'M'— --









750 FORMAT(1HIo10W T HE MATRIX N(G#0)1)
85D rORMATWIsIOWTHE MATRIX iY(AI-#AI"*)
950	 FORMAT(1H1r10X ► ► THE MATRIX t4(G,AI )' )
_..__	 OALL MTXPT" 
CALL PROF
I NON Z
IF (TINpoEQ,i) wRITE(NPRT ► 755)
IF(TIN'D jFQ,2) WRITF(NPRT,855)
lF(TIND,EQ,3) WRITE(NPRT,955)
- 755' FVRMAT(lH% p IOXr tl'RE MATRIX _P (G O
 RTf
$50 FfORMAT( 1N1 ► 10X ► f THE MATRIX P(AI D)!)
	
#55
	 FORMA I(iHl#IbX'o ► THE MATRIXl`w,AI)'
CALL MTXPT






lF(TINU,EQ#3s) WRITE(NPHT ► 956)
FORt4AT TlH I i 1IIX, rTHE MATRTX --- PVT l'a),
036	 FORMAT (lHl#j0X, I TME MATRIX P(U /AI);)
	




"' I ^t T . I N n M I




757	 FORMAT (1 N 1 ► l O X, 'THE MATRIXP(G/U)!)
	"7	 FORMAT (iHi$1 9X, O THE MATAI)( P(A1/1;
937
















COMMON /CK/JG(256r4) ► J0(256 r 4)#ING ► INU
DO 10 1-10ING
DO 20 1221#296





DO 21 42R1 ► 256
_...	 .__	













I F( JJvLT,V	 WRITE(N`P"T#iZ6i Jj -
tF(JJ,GTo256)	 '4RjTE(NPRYoi?,b)	 ji
lF(IIoLTo'o0 R ,lIvGTj256)	 STOP
I0WJsLTvlo0RoJJoGTo256)	 STOP
126 F0RMAT(jH0#j0X ► fJ4*,s15)RETURN
END
3—
3.2.18 . 13 Subroutine INDDT












StJii'"UTI N&" TNa" t TAPT7
IMPLICIT INTESERCA•2)
COM"N /C1KrJt3T2S^^4 ? ^ JD CZSbi q^^IIdG^j(
KKRjD ( TAPE # I )






















SUSPOUT I'VE I NDGT ( T APE )
tMP41CIT IN T696R(A*a)
CIOMMON /CK/JQ(20s4) # JD(256 # 4),INW# lNU
KKBJGITAPE,1)









3.2.18.15 Functions JFCN and IFCN





I MP61CIT INTEGER (A•0)#(5•?)
COMMON JCK1JG( 25 6 r4)iJD( 256 # 4)oINGo NU
KDPJo(x,I)
__^O^JL^tk ^ ► 2 1
Ji'CN^JD t ^.D ^ 3 )
IND
FtNCFj0N IFCNCTV)
I MPLICIT INTEGER (A•Q)#(3•?)







'	 J.2.18.16	 Subroutine MTXPT
Subroutine MTXPT prints probability and count matrices.
i
3.2.18 . 16a	 Flowchart
f^vrttr ,	 ' '^.
MT-APT 










































.._.. 3UOROUTIRg KTX►T -
IM P I.ICIT INTEGeR ( A^0)^(1• ^)
_ CVMMON /MP T /m I ND s9Tj RPRT,T INiD rN+AIti	
._.
COMMON /CK/JG(25br4)jJD(256# 4)#1N90 NU
w`^ `_CN't1N'"7`1"^TX"/pAt_ 	 ,,fD.^...w.._._. 
ML IMM(I ND /10)«10+1
DO 666 LIMxl#MLIM#i0
ULIMPLLIM+qIF. (IND # GE,LLI M #A ND,INDsLY,ULI M) 	ULIMIINU
791 F0RMAT(jH0,y0Xr10(3X,I3,?X))
DO 652 I Iwl # INN
IF (MIND,GTo2) GO TO ?Uo
IF(MLIMooi , EQ,I N'DoAND , ULI M oEOil^ ID) Iital
IF"(ULIM,EQ,INU) ULIMPU41M+i
;F (Il0oEQ#l) G(` 1 0 400
IF'(MINo # Eti,1) WRITE (NPRT#W5) JG(Ilol),tFA(II#JJ)oJJ:IL41M#'ULIN^^
I F (MI N G, EG o2 ) WRITE (NPRT,253) JG(II#4)t(RA(II#JJ)#JJsLLIM#ULIM)
IF(MINr j EQ,4) WRITE (NPRT,?53) Jct c il ^a>^«At Ii,JJ)^'Ja ni.l.tM,Ui.I t'
IF (MIND,EG,3) WRITE(NPRT,253) J3(IIo9?; (RA(1I#JJ)/RA(II*IND+^)r
_..,IJ^^.IMpUL.LM.). 
IF(MINn # EQ,I,AF^DsII,EQ,ING) 	 WRITE(NFH(#356)
» I,I.IM^ULIM)






53' FORMAT(1H0, 5X# 15 ► 10FS015)
00 TO A52
400 CONTI N U E
IF(MINn,EQ,1) WRITE (NPRT i 643) JG(I1o4)o(F+A(IIoJJ)oJJ•LLIM,ULIM)
frr^r°x^rn^;^^r V -WRt -TE- 	RT,-743) J011-I^ tl0-1RA(ii;°JJ 	 I `..Y.
IF(M1ND:EUjl .AND,II l EQjING)	 WHITE(NP k ir346) (RA(ING+l#JJ) ► JJv
p LLIM#bLIM)




	 1OXII. 'IF 10051._...
643 FORMAT(I,HU, 5X#Iti,llFl0,0)
2'43 FORMAT(iHO, 5XsI5, SSF10 ,5)
652 CONTINUE
WRITE (NPRT,100)
l00	 FORMAT	 (I,HQ )
IF(ML,IM'1,EQ,I N D,AND,INU,EW,ULIM ) U9 10 500
.666 CONTINUE













ST= TCy n1 +)
T6(39) t) :T4(Ir',rq
fd(n+'A- = ST








^..^.^. V^^r.v.^►++.wrrrwAlMw^^►T/r.w.+w•w^wsr^nM'.r^}r^^.'+TrMMM.w. +w^+.^rrr 1'^,.^.'..Mw^^M










_..ClMMON / CK /JG(23 6 i4-)# JD (256s 410SNUsIND
COMMON /M TX/RA( 50#50)
00 10 IX1rING
_.I.P ._... Q._rt JIM 0.1




RR • RA (II+J)






DO 30 Jw1 ► IND
_ .	




































IMPLICIT I NTEGER to »o^,cs-^^
COMMON /MTX/RA t 50#50)
-""_- Of 651 JJ N I - INA
Ail 651 1141:10
Rx^I
-ND+1iJ,J) ERA Ntf^3 TAT;R7^^II^JJ7 _ __
INC1^1sIt^G^ *1

























I Iq OP ^-V TWG—f'r-
INDPj n jND+l
0Z 600 llt 'l #INGPi
DO 600 J81#1NDPi
R A ( I - ' J) URA(-IoJ)/R-T
600 CONTINUE










IMPLICIT INTEVER CA•Q) i
 (5.,l)
COMMON /CK/JC(25 6 #4)#JD(253# 0 11 00 lNu
COMMON /MTX/RA( !^0s5A)





























r__ ^. • COMFfmN /RD/At11^19)^ Qti1^19I,DTK11^3g1
COMMON /MPI/ M I N D rRT#NPRT,TINA,NAIV
00 100 $81019
MR0
- DO' Z00 LLvx,3
DO 200 SS21,:2





`_IF*SE'S"o-G7 , B 
.?--IMTT E-C-NFRT-0 D'r- SS^S---
IF(SSS,GT # 38) STOP



















00 200 J ►JXI#2
J2$JI*2001
IF'(J2,F0s40) J2a38
_ "'tom" `10`0. - _m a 3_ 
WHITE(NPRT#101) (D0TR(I#J)jJRJI#J2)
101 FORMAT(I H #lDX,20(2]4#2X))
100 CONT I NuE
-WRITE(NPRT#102)
102 FORMAT(IH0)







3.2.18.23 Subroutines ZOT and ZIP




















COMMON / MP I/MIND jRT#NPRT , TINDsNAlV
_	
COMMON /GK/JG(25 8 s4 ) #Jn(256# 4) j 1NG#In
COMMON /MTX/RA( 50#50)
_	 Do 50 Io%#256
JGtj^1)si
90 CONTINUE





00 650 J82 ► 4
Jucj^J):0
_._. _.	 ado CONTINLtE








This section presents all information necessary to insure proper
execution of the various elements of the Accuracy Assessment
software system.
4,1 OPERATORS GUIDE
This paragraph describes the required system configuration and
operating procedures required for application of the various
elements of the Accuracy Assessment software system. These are
provided in sufficient detail to insure proper application of the
system by the usual Accuracy Assessment system user.
4.1.1 EQUIPMENT SETUP
in general, the required hardware configuration is the PDP 11/45
computer with an RSX-11D operating system, along with appropriate
peripherals. In general, these peripherals will be the standard
tape drives (one or two, depending on the software element), disk
drives for system software and data storage and an output print
unit. Details of tape and disk utilization for each of the soft-
ware elements are provided in the following paragraph describing
"setups".
4.1.2 PROGRAM " SETUPS" -
The required setup for proper execution of each of the major
Accuracy Assessment software system elements are presented below.
4.1.2.1 Preprocessor DTERM Setup
• Mount a DTRM tape ( foreign) without a write ring.
• Input a tape mount card into ► the DTERM • DAT data set. That
card ( formatted; Al, 1X, 12) should be as follows:
M^4 D
First entry MT (Unit type designation)
Second entry integer value (unit number)
The first entry should be followed by a blank.
Example: MT B Obl
4.1.2.2 Preprocessor BTREAD Setup
• Mount a "Bendix 100" output tape (foreign) without a write
ring.
• Mount a scratch tape with a write ring for output.
• Put two tape mount cards formatted (Al, IX, 212) into the
BTREAD • DAT data set; the first corresponding to "Bendix 100"
tape (input) and the second for the scratch tape to contain
the BTREAD output "B100" tape simulation. The contents of
these two cards is:
First entry = MT (Unit type designation)
Second entry = Integer. value (unit number)
Third entry = Integer value (tape file number)
A blank must follow the first two entries:
Example: MT0113
• An ID card (formatted 4I5) must be input behind and with the
two tape mount cards. The contents of this card are:
First entry = Four digit segment number
Second entry = Two digit acquisition day of month
Third entry = Two digit acquisition month
Fourth entry = Two digit acquisition year - 1900




4.1.2.3 Optional Utility SGMAP Setup
• Mount the Ground Truth tape output product of Phase 2 (foreign)
without a write ring.
• Put a tape mount cart formatted (Al, 1X, 212) into the SIGMAP*DAT
data set. The contents of that card should be:
First entry - MT (unit type designation)
Second entry - Integer value Nnit number)
Third entry - Integer value (tape file number)
Example: MT0106
• A set of "codes to code" cards (formatted 315) should be
entered as bulk of the MAP • DAT set. The contents of each
card are:
First entry = Integer (start value of code range)
Second entry Integer (end value of code range)
Third entry = Integer (code assignEd to all points within the
range specified by the first and second entries
in the card).
A single card containing 0 0 -1 as the three entries should be
input as the MAP • DAT card set if no code-to-code transformation
is desired. In any event, the MAP • DAT data should-be terminated
with a blank card.
• Two additional card entries formatted Al are entered with the
MAP • DAT data set. These are:
1. Data type card containing either;
a. GT (Ground Truth data to be output)
b. DTRM (DTERM data to be output)
C. SPAT (Subset of ground truth to be output)
./4".
1. With this option another card is input with the coordinates
of the upper left hand corner of this subset.
2. Output type card containing either:
a. MAP (output is to be a map)
b. NUM (output is to be a numerical dump)
4.2.1.4 First Unit, First Module, Phase. 1 Setup
• Mount the tape product of a previous $TREAD execution.
• Put a tape mount card (formatted Al, 1X, 212) into the
PHASEl • DAT data set. The card contents are:
First entry = MT (unit type designation)
Second entry = Integer (unit number)
Third entry = Integer (number of tape file to be processed)
The first and second entries should be followed by a blank.
4.2.1.5 Second Unit, First Module, Phase 2 Setup
• Mount a scratch tape (foreign) with write ring to contain
output ground truth data.
• Put a corres ,)onding tape mount card (formatted Al, 1X, 212)
containing:
First entry = MT (unit type designation)
Second entry = Integer value (unit number)
Third entry = Integer value. (tape file number)
• Put an ID card (formatted 315) into the LABEL • DAT data set.
The contents of this initial card of the data set are:
First entry = Up to five digit segment number
Second entry = Two digit acquisition day of month
Thirst entry = Two digit acquisition month of year
.;4 1(0
Fourth entry = Two digit axquisition year - 1900
• A set of ground truth label cards (formatted 315) each con-
taining:
First entry = Integer (number of field starting sequence of
fields vith common crop code)
Second entry = Integer (number of field ending sequence of
fields with common crop code)
Third entry = Crop code assigned to all fields in the card
defined sequence to replace the analyst assigned
codes
-1 if field numbers are to be used
• LABELI • DAT made by BTREAD map be put into LABEL • DAT an
alternative.
4.2.1.6 First Unity Second Module SPATL Setup
• Mount the ground truth tape product of a previous execution
of Phase 2 (foreign) without a write ring.
• Put a corresponding tape mount card (formatted Al, 1X, 212)
into the SPATL • DAT data set containing:
First entry = MT (unit type designation)
Second entry = Integer value (unit number)
Third entry = Integer value (number of tape file to be processed)
• Entry a set of codes-to-code cards (formatted 315) into the
SPATL • DAT data set, each containing:
First entry = Integer (start value of code range)
Second entry = Integer (end value of code range)
Third entry = Integer (code to be assigned to all points
within the range specified by the first and
second card entries)
_ -1 if analyst assigned value (tape value) is to
be used
• Enter a set of Al transformation cards (formatted lAl, 4X, 15)
into the SPATL • DAT data set, each containing;
First entry = Alpha classification symbol
= X if end of file OF
Second entry = Integer code equivalent
• Enter a set of Al label cards (formatted 10X, 12, iX, 12, 1X,
Al) into the Al • DAT data set, each containing:
First entry = Integer point line number
Second entry = Integer point number in line
Third entry = Alpha classification symbol
End of file (EOF) is denoted by a blank card.
4.2.1.6 Second Unit, Second Module ALLCRP Setup
• Mount a ground truth tape (foreign) product of a previous
execution of Phase 2 without a write ring.
• Mount a DTRM tape (foreigh) without a write ring.
• Put two tape mount cards (formatted Al, 1X, 212), the first
corresponding to the ground truth tape and the second to the
DTRM tape, into the ALLCRP • DAT data set and each containing:
First entry = MT (unit type designation)
Second entry = Integer (unit number)
Third entry = Integer (number of file in tape to be processed)
• Enter a set of Al transformation cards (formatted Al, 4X, 15)
into the ALLCRP • DAT data set,, each containing:
First entry = Alpha (classification symbol)
= X, if end of file (EOF)
Second entry - Integer code equivalent
= blank if end of file (90F)
• Lnter an a-prior; probability card (formatted F10.2) in the
ALLCRP • DAT set following the Al transformation cards. This
card will contain the numeric value of the assumed a-priori
probability as the sole entry.
• Enter a set of codes-to-code cards (formatted 315) for the
ground truth, each containing:
First entry = Integer (start value of code range)
Second entry = Integer (end value of code range)
Third entry = Integer (code to be assinged to all points
within the range specified by the first and
second card entries)
-1 if ground truth assigned value (tape value)
is to be used
• Enter a set of codes-to-code cards (formatted 315) for the
DTRM file, each containing:
First entry = Integer (start value of code range)
Second entry = Integer (end value of code rnage)
Third entry = Integer (code to be assigned to all points
within the range specified by the first and
second card entries)
-1 if cluster number (tape value) is to be
used
• Enter a set of Al label cards (formatted 10X, 12, 1X, 12,
1X, Al) into the A1 • DAT data set, each containing:
First entry = Integer (line number of dot)
...
Second entry - Alpha (analyst label symbol for dot)
Third entry - Alpha (analyst label symbol for dot)
A blank card entry denotes end of file (EOF).
• Put a loop card (formatted Al, 4X, 15) into the LOOP • DAT data
set containing:
First entry = LOOP
Second entry = Integer denoting the number of files (arbitrary
but nominally 3) to be processed in the sequence of MLTCRP
executions.
• Enter a set of Al label cards (formatted IOX, 12, 1X, 12, 1X,
Al) into the Al • DAT data set, each containing:
First entry = Integer (line number of dot)
Second entry = Integer (number of dot in line)
Third entry = Alpha (analyst label symbol for dot)
A blank card entry denotes end of file (EOF).
• lout a loop card (formatted Al, 4X, 15) into the LOOP*DAT data
set containing:
First entry = LOOP
Second entry = Integer denoting the number of files (arbitrary
but nominally 3) to be processed in the sequence of ALLCRP
executions.
4.2.1.7 Second Unit, Second Module MLTCRP Setup
• Mount a ground truth tape (foreign) product of a previous
execution of Phase 2 without a write ring.
• Mount a DTRM tape (foreign) without a write ring.
• Put two tape mount cards (formatted Al, 1X, 212), the first
corresponding to the ground truth tape and , the second to the
DTRM tape, into the MLTCRP^DAT data set and each containing:
4
First entry - Alpha ,classification symbol)
w X, if end of file (EOF)
Second entry = Integer code equivalent
= blank if end of file (E.OF)
4.1.3 START UP PROCESSING
Following proper program setup as specified in the previous




4.1.5 TAKE DOWN INSTRUCTIONS
Not Applicable
4.2 USERS GUIDE
Use of the Accuracy Assessment Software System is restricted to
a small, highly specialized group of people. Each member of
this group is, or will be, thoroughly trained in the use of the
system by way of an individualized, hands-on training program.
In view of this fact, the requirement for formal user instruction
documentation is minimal and is fully satisfied by the preceding
paragraphs and the following functional description.
The normal functional flow of the Accuracy Assessment Software
system is as depicted in Figure 4-1. The functions of the
various elements of that system are presented below, in the order


























BTREAD operates on ground truth field vertices data produced
and output to magnetic tape by the "Bendix 100" system. It
converts those data from NOVA floating point to DEC integer
equivalents, than organizes them into the appropriate files
LABELI • DAT, LABEL2 • DAT and LABELS-DAT, which are output to tape
for input to the following Phase 1 element.
4.2.2 PHASE 1 FUNCTION
Phase 1 operates on the data files produced by BTREAD to define
ground truth field boudary intercepts with dot lines. These
intercepts are then structured into files for direct entry to
the following Phase 2. Intercept definition is by way of a fixed
sequence of operations, each accomplished in Phase 1 by a special
subroutine. That sequence of subroutine operations is as follows.
4.2.2.1 S-01 FUNCTION
Buffers input coordinates of intercepts and locates maximum and
minimum y coordinates.
4.2.2.2 S-12 FUNCTION
Removes redundant points from the x and y coordinate arrays to
insure that there are no more than two (contiguous) points per
line.
4.2.2.3 S-23 FUNCTION
Inserts redundant points at maxima, minima and inflections of
the field boudaries.
4.2.2.4 S-34 FUNCTION




Connects all intercepts within given lines.
4.2.2.6 S-55 FUNCTION
Puts intercepts in ascending order.
4.2.2.7 S-56 FUNCTION
Packs intercepts into a one dimensional buffer (INTCPT-
DAT)for direct entry to the Phase 2 element.
In addition to the above functions, Phase 1 organizes
data identification information derived from card inputs
into a header data file (HEAD = DAT) for direct input to
Phase 2.
4.2.3 PHASE 2 FUNCTION
Phase 2 operates on the data file products of a previous
Phase 1 operation; HEAD • DAT and INTCPT • DAT, along with
the labeling data files (LABEL1 • DAT, LABEL2 • DAT, and
LABEL3 • DAT) produced by a corresponding execution of
BTREAD. Any or all of LABEL(i) • DAT^i = 1, 2 or 3, may
be put into the LABEL • DAT file through a PIP operation,
eliminating the requirement for card input of labeling
data. The resulting LABEL • DAT data sets are:
• All crop classes - from LABELl•DAT
• Small grains and other - from LABEL2•DAT
• Field numbers - from LABEL3•DAT
In each case a file is PIPed into LABEL • DAT and a
corresponding file number change must be made to the
tape mount card in PHASEI•DAT.
The end product of PHASE 2 is a wall-to-wall mapping of
ground truth data in Universal format, output as a "ground
truth" tape.
4.2.4 SGMAP FUNCTION
At the option of the user printout maps of the "ground truth"
data output of PHASE 2 may be generated by an application of
the utility element SGMAP. SGMAP operates on the data sets
MAP1 • DAT, MAP2 • DAT, and MAP3 • DAT which correspond to the
PHASE2 LABELI • DAT, LABEL2 • DAT and LABEL3 • DAT, respectively.
These files are placed into the MAP • DAT data set by use of the
PIP facility, with the appropriate file so designated on the
tape mount card in the SGMAP-DAT data set. SGMAP then formats
the data for block print out as an alpha-numeric map. Each
map is accompanied by a map symbol to crop type code table
providing full definition of the symbology employed for a given
output map. SGMAP also prints out maps of DTERM files as well
as subpixel level maps of ground truth files.
4.2.5 SPATL FUNCTION
SPATL operates on the ground truth data product of PHASE 2 and
card input Al dot label data. SPATL compares the Al dot data
with the ground truth data for the production of certain
accuracy assessment parameters (see paragraph 3.2.15.4) including
the ground truth wheat production which is used for the a priori
probability input to ALLCRP
SPATL may be executed either for consideration of all crop
classes or for consideration of "small grains and other".
4.2.6 ALLCRP FUNCTION
ALLCRP operates on the "small grains and other" ground truth
data, described by its input transformation the SPATL derived
4 4
wheat proportion (a prori probability) and corresponding DTRM
data to produce certain accuracy assessment parameters. Its
products are identified in paragraph 3.2.17.4.
4.2.7 MLTCRP FUNCTION
MLTCRP operates on the ground truth data, the corresponding DTRM
data and the A.T. dot labels to produce certain accuracy assess-
ment parameters. Its products are comparisons of DTRM data with






A.1 "BENDIX 100" OUTPUT DATA TAPE
Data are presented as 80 word records on a 9-track, 800 BPI
magnetic tape with odd parity. All values are expressed in




1	 Field Number (1-499)
2	 Number of Vertices +2
3 - 80
	
	 Field vertices coordinates (odd numbered
words-x; even numbered words-y)
A.2 "B" TAPE
Data are presented as 80 word records on a 9-track 800 BPI
magnetic tape with odd parity. All values are expressed in
DEC integer form in a format identical with that of the
"BENDIX 100" output tape described above.
^7b
A.3 DOT LABELING CARD INPUT'S










11-12 Line number Integer
13 Blank
14-15 Dot number Integer
16 Blank
17-18 Crop class Alpha
19-31 Blank
32-33 Not used Alpha
34 Blank
35-38 Not Used Integer
39 Blank
40-43 Not used Integer
44 Blank
45-48 Not used Integer
49 -52 Blank
53 Not used Integer
54-57 Blank
58-64 Not used Integer
65-67 Blank






8.1 SPATL PRINTED OUTPUTS
SPATL output is in labeled blocks, preceded in the printout
by listings of the punched card inputs (codes-to-code table,
and Al dot labeling data) and run identification data
(ground truth file, site and acquisition date). The
following are the SPATL output data blocks in order of
their occurance in the printout.
Code-to-code Transformation
Each lane of the table provides the range of codes to be
transformed (beginning and end values) and the code
assigned to that range.
• Ground Truth Information for the Whole Segment
Each line of this table presents, for a given code, values
for the parameters explained in the following table.
I
PARAMETER	 I	 EXPLANATION
PI(X) Proportion of pixels in the feature space x
of the scene
ND*V(X) Product of the number of dots and the contribution
of pixels in cell x to the sampling variance
PMC(X) Contribution to the probability of misclassification
due to cell x
N(W) Number of ground truth wheat subpixels
N(0) Number of other ground truth subpixels
NT(W) Number of subpixel (pixels for cases 2 and 4) of
wheat in the data set of comparison
NT(0) Number of subpixels (pixels for cases 2 and 4) from
all other classes in the data set of comparison
PH(W) Probability estimate for the class w
PDOT Proportion estimate based on classification and
piXel counting
ND*V Sampling variance
PMC Probability of misclassification
H.3 ALLCRP PRINTED OUTPUTS
ALLCRP output is in labeled blocks preceded by an 80-80 listing
of punched Card Al dot label data described in Appendix A (unused
fields are included in this listing). Printout of the output
starts with a s•; . Af explanatory block identifying the tape input
and their unit assignments. This is followed by a presentation
of the following output data blocks.
• Type to code Transformation
This is a table presenting the ALLCRP output numeric equi-
valents for the various alpha crop types.
• Al Dot Labl.es
This is a three-column sr_,lf explanatory listing of the input
Al dot labels. The block is terminated by a summary of the
input data including:
The number of Al dots
The value of the assumed a prori probability
The identify of the ground truth (GT) and DTRM data (segment




Probability of crop x in scene
Number of class x subpixels with designated
code
Number of pixels containing n %ubpixels of




PIX n (n a 1,2, ... 6)
The block is terminated by two self explanatory lines providing
data qualification.
4 A matrix of Ground Truth Dot Labels
Codes for 209 ground truth dots.
Mixed dots denoted by values >1000.•
• Grouna Truth Information for the 209 Dots.
Data block format is identical with that for "Ground Truth
Information for the whole segment" above.
Type-to-code Transformation
Provides numeric value equivalents
(SPATL output) to alpha character crop codes.
e A Matrix of AI Dots
This matrix, preceded, by a statement as to the number of input
AI dots, is a display of the positions of those AI dots in
the 209 dot array. Zero va1,ues in the display denote
unclassified dots.
• Ground Truth For the AI Dots
The format of this block is identical with the "Ground Truth
Information for the Whole Segment" block explained above
except that it is terminated by different self explanatory
qualification data.
XT'
This final data block is self explanatory
• Data Comparison Data Blocks
ALLCRP computation results are presented in fully labeled data
blocks. Each such block is preceded by a title line which
identifies the compari,,^on yielding the data in the block.
The various data elema0,,s.s of the block are explained in the
following table.
PARAMETER	 EXPLANATION
X '	 Crop class
N(X,W) Number of ground truth subpixels from the wheat
class in the DTRM cell x
N(X0) Number of ground truth subpixels from other
classes in the DTRM cell x
NT(X,W) Number of subpixels (pixels for cases 2 and 4) form
the data set of comparison which are wheat and are
in the DTRM cell x
NT(X,O) Number of pixels from the data set of comparison from
all other classes which are in the DTRM cell x
PH(X) Probability estimate for the class x
PT (X/a) ' TBD
PH(C 1/C 2 ) Estimate of the probability that the class C 1 will
occur given that class C2 has oecured (C1 and C2
represent classes such as W,O).
B.3 MLTCRP PRINTED OUTPUTS
MLTCRP output is in labeled blocks preceded by listing of
punched card Al dot labels (described in Appendix A). Following
this there is a list of the subpixel labels that make up each
dot, then there is a series of count and probability matrices.
• Type to code Transformation
This is a table presenting the MLTCRP output numeric equi-
valents for the various alpha crop types.
e Al Dot Labels
This is a three-column self explanatory listing of the input
Al dot labels. The block is terminated by a summary of the
input data including:
The number of Al dots
The value of the as ► amed a prori probability
The identity of the ground truth (GT) and DTRM data (segment
number and acquisition date).
• Ground Truth - Code-to-code
Each line of the table provides the 'range of codes to be
transformed (beginning and ens valuep) and the code assigned
to that range (BEGIN=O,END=O, and COI)E=-1 is no transformation).
• DTRM Map - Code-to-code Transformatinr
Similar in nature to the ground truth code-to-code transfor-
mation.
e Configurations of the 209 dots
This table indicates the subpixel ground truth labels that
make each dot.
• Matrices
Several labeled matrices follow having labels above and to
the left (totals are not labeled). N(X 1 ,X2) is a count
matrix indicating the number of joint occurances of X1
(label type to the left) and X2 (label type above) .
P(X1 ,X2 ) is a matrix of joint probabilities for X1 and X2.
P(X1/X2 ) is a matrix of conditional probabilities. The
probability of X1 given X2 is true.
X1 and 
'2 are assigned to be G, D, and AI.
G - ground truth crop type
D - class or cluster number
AI - transformed Analyst dot label.
These matrices are printed for several possible comparisons
k
at different sampling rates (the whole scene, the 209 dots,
and the AI labeled dots).
e The 209 dots
This matrix indicates for ea,-,h input type labels for the
209 dots.
• Matrices
Several labeled matrices follow having labels above and to
the :eft (totals are not labeled). N(X 1 ,X2) is a count
matrix indicating the number of joint occurances of X1
(label type to the left) and X 2 (label type above).
P(X1 ,X2 ) is a matrix of joint probabilities for X 1 and X2.
P(X1/X2 ) is a matrix of conditional probabilities. The
probability of X 1 given X 2 is true.
X1 and X2 are assigned to be G, D, quid AI.
G - ground truth crop type
D - class or cluster number
AI - transformed Analyst dot label.
These matrices are printed for several possible comparisons
at different sampling rates (the whole scene, the 209 dots,
and the AI labeled dots).
• The 209 dots
This matrix indicates for each input type labels for the
209 dots.
-;^ sib
